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Overview

The focus of this report is return on investment (ROI) and social return on investment (SROI) research in justice.

There is a growing access to justice crisis around the world. Notwithstanding the prevalence of legal problems in everyday life, people do not have adequate access to the justice information, resources and mechanisms that they need to navigate the complexities of law. This gap in access to justice negatively impacts everyone. It also comes with significant costs – to individuals and societies.

Complicating this global crisis is a lack of understanding of the nature, extent, costs and potential solutions of and for the access to justice problem.

In this report, we examine research on return on investment and social return on investment in justice, two particularly promising areas of study that offer insights on the monetary and non-monetary benefits to individuals, investors and the state of making justice more accessible.
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Part 1

Introduction

Access to the tools of justice, as well as a lack of access to law and justice have profound impacts on individuals and societies.
1.1
Importance of Law

Law plays a foundational role in every society. It guarantees rights and freedoms and outlines rules of conduct. It offers resources that are intended to be fairly and broadly accessible and applied. Law seeks to prevent disputes, it provides tools to settle disputes, it helps people navigate complex relationships, and it seeks to empower people – particularly the most vulnerable – to address issues of inequality and exclusion. Law is a necessary part of a just and inclusive society. Given the vast array of everyday legal problems that exist and the numerous circumstances under which they arise, no one is exempt from exposure to law. As such, access to the tools of justice, as well as a lack of access to law and justice, have profound impacts on individuals and societies.

1.2
Justice Gap

Despite the importance of law and the assertion of protection and accountability through law,\(^1\) an estimated 5 billion people around the world live outside the protection of the law.\(^2\) This means a number of things. Billions of people do not have the safety or security that they are entitled to under the law; many people are not equipped with the knowledge or tools to recognize a legal problem; and large numbers of people in developed and developing countries alike do not have access to the resources required to sufficiently engage the law to address their legal problems. Poor and marginalized peoples throughout the world are especially vulnerable to violations under the law. This far-reaching problem of unmet legal need is at the root of an ongoing, global crisis in access to justice.

1.3
Lack of Adequate Support

How are individual states and the global community responding to this crisis? What is being done and what more can be done to bring about equal access to justice? The argument that governments and funders should support accessible and affordable avenues for legal problem resolution on principle because they greatly benefit those who are otherwise handicapped by an inability to access the law continues to fail to generate adequate funding and resources. Also missing is a necessary sense of urgency that is needed for real progress towards better access to justice for all. Throughout the world, funding for legal programs and services, particularly for low-income and vulnerable people\(^3\) is declining and in jeopardy, while income inequality,
distribution of wealth and the cost of living all continue to grow. In some courts and in some areas of law, pro se litigants who are unable to afford the cost of legal representation have become the norm, with some studies revealing that the number of cases where at least one party appears without representation outnumbers the number of cases where litigants are represented. Miscarriages of justice stemming from a lack of knowledge of the law or an inability to exercise basic rights are all too common. In our “law-thick” world, there is no expectation that the demand for legal information and legal help will subside.

1.4 Signs of Change

The magnitude of the problem of unmet justice needs has not gone unnoticed. In 2015, United Nations (UN) member nations identified inadequate access to justice as a threat to well-being, advancement and safety of people and communities worldwide. For the first time, equal access to justice was included as a goal in the UN’s global agenda. Goal 16 of the 2030 UN Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) is a call to action for governments, civil society organizations and others to “promote peaceful and inclusive societies for sustainable development, provide access to justice for all and build effective, accountable and inclusive institutions at all levels”. This is significant for several reasons. It identifies inadequate access to justice as a pervasive, global problem. That this acknowledgement comes from a representative, global body serves to underscore the seriousness of this issue. Further, UN SDG 16 situates the threat of inadequate access to justice as an issue that is equal in importance to poverty reduction, access to clean air, hunger reduction, good health and well-being, access to quality education and other goals that are consistently recognized as necessary for a better, more just world. Access to justice generally, and access to civil and family justice more specifically have not customarily been regarded as pressing societal issues in the same way that education, healthcare and other social issues typically are. This spotlight that the UN has shone on access to justice is a meaningful one.

1.5 Making the Case for Access to Justice

The fundamental role that law and access to law play in societies, the state of access to justice globally, and the call to action by the United Nations to address the crisis of unmet legal needs forms the contextual backdrop for this report’s examination of the economic and socio-economic case for investing in justice. A growing body of empirical research reveals that investing in
accessible and affordable justice results in monetary, personal, social and other benefits that outweigh the costs of the investment. This body of work supports the case for investing in justice as smart, transformative and rewarding for governments, communities, not-for-profits, grassroots organizations and individuals. This report looks at the existing research and data on return on investment for justice services provided by civil society organizations, governments and private sector groups to communities and diverse populations worldwide.

1.6 Data Deficit

The value of this body of research notwithstanding, the worldwide access to justice crisis is not a problem that is easy to solve. Actors within the justice community, including courts, lawyers, legal service providers, law schools, not-for-profits, and others each have a role to play in helping to improve access to criminal, civil, family and indigenous justice. Complicating this issue is the dearth of justice data available worldwide.

Much has been written about this data deficit. Many of the studies examined in this report also note the challenges faced in deriving return on investment and economic impact values given a lack of available data. Similarly this report is limited in scope by existing examples of studies that have been conducted worldwide on the return on investment and the social return on investment in justice organizations and services. While a comprehensive and representative examination of empirical research worldwide on return on investment and social return on investment in justice was not possible in this report, we nonetheless aim to present an overview of representative and promising research and data on these topics. In the absence of an exhaustive, region by region review of return on investment research, we instead curate a selection of studies that have been chosen specifically with the goal of offering a diversity of perspectives, methodologies, themes, and challenges, all connected by a common objective to explore costs and benefits of justice sector investments. What may be missed from a discussion of justice sector investments explored within the framework of particular geographical, cultural and historical contexts is balanced with an array of studies that each contributes a nuanced view of the types of justice sector interventions for which returns on investment are possible.
1.7 This Report

In several instances, this report goes beyond an assessment of costs and benefits in purely transactional terms to a discussion of the social and personal impacts that result from funding justice system programs and initiatives. The complexity of the access to justice issue lies in part in this intersection of the economics of justice on the one hand and the fact that access to justice is a fundamentally human problem. Every addition and subtraction in the access to justice equation that is determined in boardrooms, government offices, or NGO meeting rooms – whether intentional, coordinated or involuntary – has an impact on individuals, families, communities, and societies. This examination of the benefits derived from funding justice in ways that improve access to legal services, legal information and justice initiatives also includes an examination of the financial, health, social and personal impacts of access to justice.

This report organizes the discussion of the return on investment in justice around the monetary and non-monetary benefits realized by governments, communities, individuals, not-for-profits and grassroots organizations relative to funding and the input costs of justice services and programs. Studies that present findings based primarily in terms of financial investments and the monetary returns gained from supporting justice delivery mechanisms are largely discussed in this report under the banner of ‘return on investment’. The reason for doing so is based primarily in the definition of return on investment adopted from the literature on this topic (discussed further below). An examination of empirical studies and literature on the financial value of non-monetary benefits that result from investments in justice mechanisms are largely referenced in terms of their ‘social return on investment’. A definition of this term has also been included in subsequent sections. Further, while there is some discussion in later sections on the return on investment in programs related to criminal law, the focus of this report is primarily on civil justice, including family law matters. Where pertinent to the research being discussed, a distinction is made between civil and family justice issues. The sections of this report that speak to the return on investment in justice for matters related to criminal law begin with a discussion of youth justice and rehabilitative justice programs and conclude with a summary discussion of research on the return on investment in programs for incarcerated adults. These assessments have been included in support of the central theme of this literature review – that across a diversity of justice programs, services and mechanisms around the world, spending on justice results in significant economic and other benefits that generally far exceed the value of the investment. Further, we note that despite the focus on civil justice in this review over other areas of law, efforts that facilitate access to law in any form and that help people to access even basic rights require more urgent attention.
We acknowledge that there are other, non-monetary investments that impact access to justice and that are proportional to the increase in benefits that can be derived from access to law within communities and societies. Technology and justice sector innovations that aid accessible, cost-effective and efficient justice delivery are perhaps chief among these. In countries like Uganda, for example, where more than 80 percent of the nation’s lawyers reside and offer legal services in the capital city of Kampala and a few areas within the immediate vicinity of Kampala, the growing availability of technology-aided justice services plays an increasingly important role in improving access to justice outside of the capital city. Despite the undeniable value of investing in technology and innovation to facilitate justice delivery, a review of the literature on the benefits of their contribution to access to justice is beyond the scope of our discussion.

This report develops as follows. Following this introductory section, Part 2 offers an overview of terms that are relevant to the examination of return on investment in justice research, and that appear frequently in the studies examined in this report. Following this, we present a selection of return on investment studies that progress with the following themes: Economic Impacts of Access to Civil Legal Aid Services, Economic Impacts of Privately-Funded Justice Services, Investing in Community-Based Justice, Investing in Rehabilitative Justice and, a brief discussion on the Monetary and Social Benefits of Legal Empowerment. For academic integrity and consistency, most monetary values presented in this report are reported as indicated in the source material as well as in US dollars.

Lastly, before beginning our summary review of various studies and reports from different countries around the world, we do acknowledge our limitations in terms of local legal expertise and local research knowledge. Although we have endeavoured to source the leading and most up-to-date return on investment and related research, gaps may exist in our knowledge and awareness of different projects, reports and studies. As such, we welcome feedback and updates from local experts in the spirit of ongoing dialogue and international collaboration. Further, to the extent that inconsistencies exist between our reporting and local or regional data and statistics on the ground, please rely on the locally sourced data.
Part 2
Defining Key Terms
2.1 Return on Investment

Return on investment (ROI) is a measurement of profit. It is an indicator of financial gains relative to input costs. Return on investment analyses offer insight that is deemed to be particularly valuable because of this consideration of the input necessary to generate profit. In much of the business world, ROI is a key factor driving investment decisions, growth and signalling a company’s sustainability. Its usefulness also extends to the guidance it provides on how well a business, program, or initiative is being managed. Throughout the world, ROI is applied as a tool to highlight overall success.

Several factors are typically considered to derive an ROI valuation. Chief among these are productivity, operating, administrative and material input costs and revenue. Using reliable, consistent data is encouraged for ROI assessments. Notwithstanding these elements that are common to ROI analyses, methodologies used to calculate return on investment may differ based on what is being assessed and the types of outcomes that are possible from a given project. For example, an ROI assessment may include consideration of a specific type of financial result or, may more broadly weigh all the financial impacts of a given program or initiative. To determine a value for profit in either scenario may require different variables to be evaluated.

Similar to ROI assessments, cost-benefit analyses offer a method to measure inputs proportionate to the net benefits derived as a result of those inputs. While the term ‘return on investment’ more strictly weighs financial benefits, cost-benefit analyses may consider a broader range of positive outcomes (monetary or other) relative to the financial input required to generate those benefits. What qualifies as a benefit may be subjective and may be based on what the assessor deems to be advantageous for a given population. The Handbook of Public Economics explains that “the aim of cost-benefit analysis is to provide a consistent procedure for evaluating decisions in terms of their consequences.” Cost-benefit analyses are common tools used in decision-making and are discussed in reference to several studies examined in this report.

2.2 Social Return on Investment

Social return on investment (SROI) is a measurement of value. The focus on value in place of profit makes SROI a useful tool for civil society organizations, governments, funders and others for whom favourable outcomes from a program, service, project or activity may not be tied solely to monetary earnings but may be based in other deliverables or impacts.
Conceptually, SROI bears similarities with aspects of both return on investment and cost-benefit analysis as discussed above. Like return on investment, some social return on investment appraisals are concerned with monetary returns. However, monetary gains are simply one of the ways that investment in a program, service, initiative or activity can be evaluated as part of a social return on investment assessment. Social return on investment is more accurately described as being concerned with social, environmental and economic impacts and benefits.

SROI methodology derives from both social accounting and cost-benefit analysis and is used for various purposes including, planning, communicating impact, attracting investment, or making investment decisions. To calculate SROI requires attaching financial values to one or more indicators. These financial proxies allow for comparison among outcomes to determine their value proportionate to input costs and input activities.

Where helpful, this report offers details on the methodology and variables used for calculations of return on investment, cost-benefit analysis and social return on investment data being discussed. An understanding of the methods used to determine the monetary, economic, social and other benefits of access to justice, and an examination of the extent of those benefits, lay the framework for a broader discussion of equal access to justice that includes the benefits that access to justice offers justice system users as well as the benefits to investors and facilitators of justice.

### 2.3
A Note about ‘Justice’ and ‘Access to Justice’

In a 2014 study on “What is Access to Justice?” conducted in Canada, members of the general public were asked 10 general questions about justice and access to justice.

**2014 Study on “What is Access to Justice?”**

In a 2014 study on “What is Access to Justice?” conducted in Canada, members of the general public were asked 10 general questions about justice and access to justice, including:

- How do you define justice?
- What does access to justice mean?
- Should citizens have a right to justice?
- Do you think justice is of fundamental importance?
Part 2: Defining Key Terms

Several topics of opinion emerged that highlight recurring ideas about justice by the public, including improved legal awareness, the ability to afford lawyer services, physical access to legal help and fair outcomes. The literature reviewed for this report also offers a range of connotations for the terms ‘justice’ and ‘access to justice’ that mirror those identified in the “What is Access to Justice?” study. ‘Justice’ and ‘access to justice’ denote equality, morality, fairness, rights, procedural justice, understanding the language of the legal system, inclusion and participation in society, being able to afford legal help and rule of law, access to better, substantive outcomes, and ultimately access to the “good life”. While access to justice may generally be understood, more procedurally, as access to the law and access to dispute resolution mechanisms, some of the research examined in this report identifies with specific connotations of access to justice that are based in morality, equal rights and legal empowerment. Where required, these specific meanings will be highlighted in the discussion of the relevant study or article.

2.4 Measurement Frameworks

There are various ways to measure access to justice. The evaluative framework used to measure access to justice mechanisms depends in part on what is being measured. Gramatikov, Barendrecht and Verdonschot reference a number of areas for which research has been undertaken to measure justice system performance and processes including: rule of law, paths to justice, judicial independence, property rights protection, equal treatment, accountability under the law, views of justice system users and justice system investments.

They further highlight three indicators used in access to justice measurements: cost, quality of procedure and quality of outcome. The research presented in this report offers assessments that are primarily concerned with justice investments and that mostly use cost as an indicator. There is also some consideration of the quality of outcomes for people, communities and systems.

Measurements are integral to a better understanding of access to justice and informing effective policies and strategies for improvement. Measurements of the type discussed in this report are integral to a better understanding of access to justice and informing effective policies and strategies for improvement. The data gathered for these assessments is through one or more qualitative and quantitative research methods, including surveys, focus groups, interviews, observation, and secondary data analysis. In recent years, there has been a welcomed increase in attention being paid to metrics in the justice system and how to measure justice. There are similarities that will be evident among the measurement frameworks employed in different studies examined in this research. Mostly however, the research approach is a reflection of what is being measured, methods that can best capture and communicate insights as well as, in some instances, what is possible given available resources and access to data.
To that end, there is no universal standard that is applicable to the measurement of the return on investment in justice and no universal benchmarks have been identified. Some research features methodologies and measurement techniques that have been adopted from earlier studies and adapted to the specific circumstances of the research carried out. Studies that have been carried out by the same group may have some similarities in their methodologies; there are also clear differences.

2.5 Legal Empowerment

Legal empowerment features prominently in literature and discussions as critically important to prevent and manage legal problems and to address issues of inequality and social exclusion.²¹ Stephen Golub characterizes legal empowerment as “the use of law specifically to strengthen the disadvantaged.”²² The Commission on Legal Empowerment of the Poor, a geographically diverse consortium of more than 20 commissioners, including former heads of state and government, cabinet ministers, jurists, economic researchers, and other senior policymakers, advanced a notion of legal empowerment as “a process of systemic change through which the poor and excluded become able to use the law, the legal system, and legal services to protect and advance their rights and interests as citizens and economic actors.”²³

The Commission on Legal Empowerment also notably highlights the work of grassroots organizations and community-based actors as agents to build legal consciousness, facilitate dispute resolution and bridge the justice gap. In jurisdictions where cost or transportation barriers, distrust of formal systems and other factors act as impediments to the enforcement of rights through formal means, the information and support provided by these justice players may be the only accessible connection to the justice system. It is worth noting as well that these organizations and local mechanisms are often uniquely equipped to work within local areas and with vulnerable and disenfranchised groups in ways that conform to the culture, language, gender dynamics and other characteristics of specific populations. As relates to research that explores efforts by not-for-profits, grassroots organizations and communities to facilitate access to justice, legal empowerment is one of the key benefits derived.
2.6 Traditional Justice Mechanisms

In some jurisdictions, elders, chiefs and other traditional leaders play a key role in conflict resolution. Epistemologies and customs are important considerations in addressing disputes. Restorative justice features prominently in the literature on conflict resolution in Indigenous communities. Though there is some discussion in this report of restorative justice, an examination of return on investment on traditional forms of dispute resolution and conflict resolution within Indigenous communities is beyond the scope of this report.
Part 3

Economic Impacts of Access to Civil Legal Aid Services
3.1 Civil Justice Problems

Civil justice problems are the most widely experienced category of justice problems worldwide. Research from the Canadian Forum on Civil Justice (CFCJ) reveals that within a given three-year period, 48.4% of the adult Canadian population will experience at least one civil or family justice problem that they consider to be serious or difficult to resolve. A U.S. report puts the number of Americans living with civil justice problems at over 100 million. In a national survey in the UK, 33% of respondents ages 16 years of age and older reported having experienced a civil justice problem. A U.S. report puts the number of Americans living with civil justice problems at over 100 million. Every year, one in four Australians will experience a legal problem that is significant enough to require a lawyer, and of 1,364 people surveyed about 16 civil justice problem types for a 2017-18 Scottish civil justice survey, three in ten (or 31%) reported experiencing at least one problem within the previous three years.

Incidences of civil justice problems are equally prolific in other countries. The World Justice Project’s 2018 Global Insights on Access to Justice report reveals that within the two years prior to the report, 74% of people in Ethiopia experienced a civil justice problem, and 70% of people in Senegal experienced civil justice problems. Occurrences of legal problems within a two-year period were also over 50% in Austria (75%), the Czech Republic (79%), Finland (69%), Italy (75%), Portugal (81%), Pakistan (84%), Brazil (69%), as well as other countries included among the 45 nations that were canvassed for the World Justice Project study.

The adverse consequences of experiencing civil justice problems disproportionately affect the poor, ethnic and religious minorities, women and other vulnerable populations.

It is worth noting that despite the ubiquitous presence of civil justice problems in societies around the world, as Professor Rebecca Sandefur notes, “the weight of [civil justice problems] does not fall equally.” The adverse consequences of experiencing civil justice problems disproportionately affect the poor, ethnic and religious minorities, women and other vulnerable populations.

3.2 The Gap in Access to Civil Justice – The U.S. Context

Our discussion of the monetary return on civil legal aid begins with an examination of select economic impact studies carried out in the United States. Research from the United States highlights a civil justice system that is, like many others across the globe, underfunded. In the United States, legal representation is available from the state for criminal matters. In terms of civil justice matters — the most commonly experienced category of legal problems — low- and moderate-income Americans face ongoing struggles to engage legal help for any number of
life-changing civil justice problems, ranging from wrongful evictions to child custody matters, domestic violence problems, problems obtaining health care, veterans’ or disability benefits, and other problems. The cost of legal representation, which in 2018 averaged $245 per hour in law firms across the United States, is partly to blame. This problem has persisted for decades and can be compounded by factors such as age, geographical impediments in rural and remote areas, and legal problem clustering. In addition, when justiciable problems go unresolved they lead to additional legal, personal, social and health problems that place further financial demands on individuals, their families and governments.

Almost every U.S. state has conducted some sort of assessment of the value received for providing civil legal aid or access to civil justice services to low-income individuals. While it is beyond the scope of this report to discuss the details of every U.S. study available, there is a clear theme that emerges among this collection of U.S. based studies: investing in civil justice for low- and moderate-income individuals in the U.S. provides positive returns on the investment. The studies discussed below are explored in terms of the methodologies applied to determine the return on investment (and social return on investment), quantifiable measures that were included in each evaluation, benefits that could not be easily quantified, and non-monetary benefits to individuals, communities and the state that are acknowledged in a given study as part of the overall cost savings or indirect economic impacts resulting from financial investments.

In 2017, an estimated 1 in 4 low-income households in America experienced 6 or more civil legal problems. Further, approximately 86% of the civil legal problems reported by low-income Americans in the same year received no legal help or insufficient legal help. The convergence of economic and social adversity and civil justice problems is not new, and it is a recurring theme in much of the research examined in this report. A significant portion of the funding for programs in the United States that offer legal help to low-income Americans experiencing civil justice problems is furnished or subsidized by the federally funded Legal Services Corporation (LSC). LSC is an independent, not-for-profit organization in the U.S. that provides grants to support civil legal aid programs and services in every state, the District of Columbia and the territories. In 2019, LSC’s $564,800,000 budget supports 133 local legal aid organizations throughout the United States. Funding for legal aid programs across the U.S. also comes from state-wide Interest on Lawyer Trust Accounts (IOLTA). IOLTA-funded civil justice programs exist in every state and in the District of Columbia. To be eligible for LSC and IOLTA funded civil legal aid programs, clients must earn an income that is at or below 125% of the federal poverty level. Many civil legal aid programs also receive funding from donations and other state and local funding sources.

Much of the discussion that follows on the return on investment on civil legal aid programs that assist low-income earners and vulnerable people in the United States involves funding received from LSC and/or IOLTA. In some cases LSC is the primary source of funding for the programs discussed or, as is the case with civil legal aid programs examined from North Carolina, Florida and Pennsylvania, they are 1 of 3 or more sources of funding. Research conducted on the return
on investment in LSC grantee programs in several U.S. states reveals a pattern of significant financial gains compared to the amounts invested. Data from the LSC reveals a direct correlation in most years between the amounts disbursed to states for civil legal aid and the number of cases closed. In 2010, funding amounting to $394 million resulted in a total of 932,000 cases closed by LSC grant recipient organizations. Comparatively, in 2013, LSC’s budget was $316 million and the number of cases closed fell to 759,000. In the previous year, in 2012, LSC allocated $322 million to civil legal aid programs and initiatives for low-income Americans. LSC grantees saw a total of 810,000 civil justice cases closed during that year.42

LSC estimates that for every low-income person who receives legal assistance through an LSC-funded program, there is at least one person who is turned away due to insufficient resources. A 2009 LSC report put the number of low-income persons seeking legal help that LSC programs are unable to help at 944,376.43 Less than a decade later, the number of problems that receive limited or no legal help as a result of inadequate LSC resources has climbed to 1.7 million.44 The 2009 and 2017 figures do not include estimates of the number of low-income Americans who need legal help who do not approach LSC-funded services. As such, the actual number of people requiring access to civil legal aid is believed to be considerably higher.

To the extent that more spending on civil legal aid might increase the number of cases closed and a greater number of cases closed translates to a state-wide ‘economic stimulus’ effect,45 and community and personal benefits, arguably, increases in the federal government’s investment in LSC significantly benefits states, communities, individuals and helps the economy.46

Many of the U.S. based civil legal aid studies discussed below explore significant financial benefits and savings of access to justice and, as evidenced, for example, by studies cited from New York and Florida, also make the case that, rather than saving the state money, reducing amounts invested in civil legal aid programs costs states and the federal government significantly more.

3.2.1 Return on Investment from Access to Civil Legal Aid for Housing, Family, Consumer, Benefits and Health Problems

A Case Study from Florida

A 2015 study conducted into a network of legal aid programs working in different parts of Florida to provide day-to-day legal assistance to low-income and vulnerable persons with civil justice problems found total economic impacts of the 33 programs examined to be 7.19 times the funds invested.47 The “Economic Impacts of Civil Legal Aid Organizations” study was carried out over the course of one year and evaluated the return on $83 million invested by the Florida Bar Foundation, LSC, local governments and donors in civil legal aid organizations and projects across the state.
For this study, the monetary value of the return on investment in civil legal aid programs was derived from an assessment of the following factors: the number of cases closed, the type of outcome achieved for each case, the financial value of the amounts clients received after resolving their legal problem, the duration of the benefits that clients would receive and retroactive sums received.\footnote{48}

The study was not limited to a single civil justice problem type and explored the return on investment in programs that provide assistance for housing, family, consumer, benefits, and health problems. This study produced several notable findings, of which the most striking is perhaps the return of an estimated $600 million in total monetary savings and benefits for people who accessed the civil legal aid programs during the period of the study, as well as for local communities where the programs are located. It is also worth noting that a portion of the monetary gains received from investing in these civil legal aid programs in Florida is based on an economic multiplier effect that found that government benefits received by clients who successfully resolved related civil justice problems were spent within the state, generating local revenue. The reported total of $274.8 million in economic multiplier revenue dollars brought into Florida supports the case for local government and federal government investments to be made in state and local civil legal aid programs.

The balance of the $600 million in total economic returns is made up of $264.3 million in direct monetary benefits received by clients whose civil justice problems were resolved successfully, and $60.4 in savings to clients and stakeholders from not having to access government assistance and other services following an eviction, foreclosure or other destabilizing legal problem. Beyond the financial impacts generated, the study also notes that the investment in these civil legal aid programs eased the demand for court services and supported the work of pro bono lawyers in the state.

**The “Economic Impacts of Civil Legal Aid Organizations” Study**

US $83 million invested in 33 civil legal aid programs yielded US $600 million in total monetary savings and benefits.

\[\text{\$83 million} \downarrow\text{Yielded} \uparrow\text{\$600 million}\] Beyond the financial impacts generated, the investment in these civil legal aid programs eased the demand for court services and supported the work of pro bono lawyers in the state.
3.2.2 Cost Savings and Financial Gains from Access to Civil Legal Aid

Data from a 2011 paper on the economic impacts on civil justice programs in New York State offers equally compelling evidence of the reach and significant financial returns gained from supporting initiatives that provide access to civil justice for low-income Americans. Interestingly, the impetus for the case studies reviewed in the paper was to stave off funding cuts and build a case for government funding by highlighting the economic value of investing in civil legal aid programs. Previous arguments for supporting civil legal aid programs were predominantly based in the need to address the justice gap in the state.49

The paper discusses three case studies that highlight the cumulative monetary benefits and cost savings to taxpayers, legal aid clients and the government created by access to civil legal aid. By providing accessible avenues to resolve housing, benefits, healthcare and other common civil justice problems faced by low-income New Yorkers, these programs cut down on the number of self-represented litigants appearing in courts, easing the burden on courts (and on the individuals representing themselves); they put money back into the pockets of litigants and potential litigants by resolving issues that would take time and money away from income-earning activities; they lessened the demand for state-funded and local welfare programs that would otherwise be accessed to curb the effects from an eviction, job loss or other serious problem; and they created money within the local economy when issues surrounding Social Security Disability, Supplemental Security Income, Earned-Income Tax Credits and Supplemental Nutrition Assistance were successfully resolved. Health care providers within the state also saw significant benefits, including Medicaid reimbursements that would otherwise need to be written off.

To determine the total cost savings and financial gains generated in the first case study, outcomes of cases that benefited from grant funding were assessed and the resulting savings and monetary benefits for different outcomes were ascertained. In addition, similar to the previously mentioned study conducted in Florida, the “economic stimulus” effect of access to civil legal aid among low-income earners was determined. For this first case study, that amounted to an evaluation of Supplemental Security Income and Medicaid reimbursements coming into New York as a result of the successful resolution of cases within the study’s reference year. In total, the resulting financial gains and savings were determined to be $476 million in economic stimulus dollars, an estimated $98 million in savings to taxpayers from evictions and foreclosures that were averted, and $6.2 million saved by protecting families from domestic violence.50 The study also found that the funding protected 5,000 jobs for New Yorkers.
These savings and benefits compare to a funding amount for civil legal aid programs that year of approximately $8 million.\textsuperscript{51}

The second case study, conducted in Westchester County in New York, found a return of $4.48 for every $1 in funding that was put into local civil legal aid programs supported by funding from Legal Services of the Hudson Valley. The study also found an 11:1 return on $1.7 million invested by the county and an estimated $19.3 million in economic stimulus effect dollars generated from $13 million in federal dollars coming into the county. The data analysed was for 2009, with a significant portion of funding at the time being allocated to eviction cases.

The findings from the third New York case study in the 2012 collection of studies is rooted in a case for more spending on civil justice services in order to reduce the burden on the courts, help address the justice gap and improve the lives of everyone living in the State. The financial benefits gained, including money saved, benefits awarded, and income generated, over the duration of the study in 2010 totalled approximately $900 million. This is the equivalent of a return of almost $5 for every $1 that was spent to facilitate dispute resolution for civil justice problems through the programs examined. The study, which was spearheaded by New York State’s then Chief Judge, also conservatively estimates that failing to address the civil justice needs of low-income New Yorkers costs taxpayers approximately $400 million per annum. These costs result from an increase in demand for government services caused by evictions, job losses and other serious civil justice problems that adversely impact the security and livelihood of low-income New Yorkers.

**Third New York Case Study (2012)**

The financial benefits, including money saved, benefits awarded, and income generated totalled approximately $900 million. That is equivalent to almost US $5 generated for every US $1 invested.

In terms of legal need and the justice gap, LSC data reveals a similar pattern throughout much of the continental United States. In 2016, the most recent year for which data is available, LSC-funded programs supported legal services for less than 4% of eligible people in Florida and New York as well as in states like Pennsylvania and North Carolina. Family law problems and housing-related legal problems were among the two most common problem types for which cases were closed through LSC-funded programs in the aforementioned states. In Pennsylvania, 31.8% of case closures through LSC programs in 2016 related to housing problems. In North Carolina, the corresponding percentage is 28.4%.\textsuperscript{52} The cost of evictions and foreclosures to the state, communities and to individuals is a common focus of discussions on the economic impacts of
civil justice and the return on investment in civil legal aid. Matthew Desmond notes that “[l]osing a home sends families to shelters, abandoned houses, and the street. It invites depression and illness, compels families to move into degrading housing in dangerous neighbourhoods, uproots communities, and harms children.”

Desmond further identifies evictions and foreclosures as both contributors to poverty and a consequence of poverty.

### 3.2.3 Investing in Civil Justice to Reduce Poverty, Evictions, Domestic Violence and Homelessness

**Case Studies from Pennsylvania**

Housing problems result in significant monetary costs and health costs and exacerbate the lives and circumstances of people in the U.S. (as well as in other parts of the world). In 2016, an estimated 2.3 million people were evicted in the United States. There are a number of factors that can lead to an eviction or foreclosure; however, as the problem relates to low- and moderate-income Americans, the crisis in affordable housing is perhaps the main culprit. Philadelphia, Pennsylvania provides an especially compelling site for a case study on the economic return on investment for legal assistance provided to low- and moderate-income persons facing housing-related legal problems. In 2016, the rate of evictions in Philadelphia was 3.48%, which was approximately 150% the national eviction rate. During that year there were over 10,000 evictions in Philadelphia, a figure that is equivalent to approximately 28 households being evicted per day. A 2018 study on the *Economic Return on Investment of Providing Counsel in Philadelphia Eviction Cases for Low-Income Tenants* explored the potential for significant cost savings to the city if investments are made in providing legal assistance to low-income people involved in eviction cases. The study revealed several important findings that merit further discussion.

On the issue of return on investment, the study found that by providing legal representation to low-income tenants in eviction cases, Philadelphia could save an estimated $45,189,458 annually. The cost of providing representation is estimated to be $3,546,180. The return on investment for providing legal representation to low-income tenants is $12.74 for every $1 spent. It should be noted that these figures, though significant, are nonetheless conservative estimates that were calculated based on an evaluation of quantifiable measures. Additional outcomes that resulted from providing low-income earners with access to civil legal aid that were difficult to quantify include: the economic benefits of job stability, reduced number of court filings, improved court efficiency, and improved tenant living conditions. The input costs that were considered in this evaluation include: the cost of providing legal representation, the cost per case, and the estimated per person per day costs to use a shelter. The costs that were considered for the savings to the city for providing legal representation to low-income tenants in eviction cases include: avoided shelter costs, avoided inpatient hospital costs, avoided mental health costs, avoided future representation costs per case, and avoided total costs per case.
Using data from the Municipal Court docket, the study also assessed the direct impact that legal representation has on the outcome of an eviction case in Philadelphia, and the extent to which lawyers assisting low-income tenants in eviction cases contribute to preventing future displacements or other problems that could result from an eviction. The direct impact analysis portion of the study included an evaluation of over 100,000 cases over a 5-year period beginning in January, 2012. Elements in the dockets being reviewed were codified to assist with the evaluation. The outcomes of cases and the distribution of the outcomes of cases where tenants were represented versus cases where tenants were not represented were assessed to determine the impact of legal representation.

The findings are significant. While the city sees considerable financial gains from investing in legal representation for low-income earners in eviction cases, the study also reveals that low-income earners benefit in marked ways from better outcomes in eviction cases that involved assistance from counsel. As relates to these legal cases, low-income tenants with legal representation were more than two times as likely to receive a judgement in their favour than litigants without legal representation. In addition, even in cases where judgement was not in the litigant’s favour, represented parties were found to experience fewer negative impacts from a forcible displacement or disruption and face better overall outcomes than unrepresented parties. In addition, litigants who were represented were roughly 90% less likely to lose by default than unrepresented tenants. In 78% of non-default cases, low-income tenants without representation faced a disruptive displacement as a result of an eviction. This compares with 5% of low-income tenants with counsel. Despite these impressive research findings, as recently as April, 2019, an article published online by the executive director of the Philadelphia Bar Association drew attention to an ongoing crisis of self-representation among low-income individuals in civil legal aid cases in the major U.S. city. Specifically, the article notes that “[e]ighty percent of Philadelphians facing economic hardship navigate high-stakes legal situations without a lawyer.”

**“Economic Return on Investment of Providing Counsel in Philadelphia Eviction Cases for Low-Income Tenants”**

Providing legal representation to low-income tenants in eviction cases in Philadelphia cost an estimated US $3,546,180 and saved the city approximately US $45,189,458 annually.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cost</th>
<th>Saved</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$3,546,180</td>
<td>$45,189,458</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

While there are considerable financial gains from investing in legal representation for low-income earners in eviction cases, low-income earners also benefit from better outcomes in eviction cases that involved assistance from counsel.

---

60 Despite these impressive research findings, as recently as April, 2019, an article published online by the executive director of the Philadelphia Bar Association drew attention to an ongoing crisis of self-representation among low-income individuals in civil legal aid cases in the major U.S. city. Specifically, the article notes that “[e]ighty percent of Philadelphians facing economic hardship navigate high-stakes legal situations without a lawyer”. 61
Outside of the justice landscape, the impacts of access to legal representation in the lives of low-income tenants who received legal help to resolve their housing disputes are equally remarkable. The study in Philadelphia discusses, for example, the negative effect that evictions have on credit scores, approval for future rental units and the ability to access subsidized housing. By low-income tenants with legal representation were more than twice as likely to receive a judgement in their favour than litigants without legal representation.

Investing in legal representation to assist low-income tenants to resolve housing problems and avoid evictions or disruptive displacements reduces education costs, juvenile justice costs, welfare costs, public benefit costs, law enforcement costs and incarceration costs.

avoiding disruptive displacements and evictions, the study identifies a range of positive consequences for individuals and families. Among them are: less disruption in children’s education, reduced rates of juvenile delinquency, fewer physical and mental health problems, lower rates of job loss, and less incidences of childhood neglect and of children being placed in foster care. Many of these benefits experienced by low-income tenants extend to the communities where they reside as well as to the city as a whole. To that end, investing in legal representation to assist low-income tenants to resolve housing problems and to potentially avoid evictions or disruptive displacements reduces education costs, juvenile justice costs, welfare costs tied to incidences of homelessness, and public benefit costs connected to increased access to public resources to support homelessness and unemployed persons. There are also additional law enforcement and incarceration costs that cities incur as a result of homelessness that diminish when evictions are avoided.

This Philadelphia-based economic impacts research also notably points a finger at the issue of the overrepresentation of self-represented, low-income litigants and the disproportionate number of cases that are won by opposing parties with access to counsel. This topic warrants further discussion and is raised at several other junctures in this report, where applicable to the research being discussed. However, on the topic of eviction cases that stand to have profound and long-term effects for individuals, children and others, the disadvantage that is at once created when a self-represented tenant appears without legal representation against his or her represented landlord should not be ignored. It is worth underscoring that, in addition to being destabilizing problems with profound consequences, they are problems that predominantly affect people living in poverty or who are otherwise unable to afford the cost of legal representation. It is one of many examples in this report of the intersection of poverty and justice.
Before shifting completely from a discussion of legal need and civil justice in Pennsylvania, there is another, earlier study on civil legal services in Pennsylvania that is pertinent to our examination of the economic impacts of access to civil legal aid in the state. The findings from the 2011 *Economic Impact of Outcomes Obtained for Legal Aid Clients Benefits Everyone in Pennsylvania* study are equally staggering. The study found that an investment of $53.6 million in providing civil justice services to low-income persons in Pennsylvania resulted in $594 million in income and savings for communities in the state and for residents and supported 2,643 jobs.\(^{62}\)

### “Economic Impact of Outcomes Obtained for Legal Aid Clients Benefits Everyone in Pennsylvania” Study (2011)

A study from Pennsylvania found that investing US $53.6 million in providing civil justice services to low-income persons resulted in US $594 million in income and savings for communities in the state and for residents and supported 2,643 jobs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Invested</th>
<th>$53.6 million</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Resulted</td>
<td>$594 million return in income and savings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>+2,643 jobs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>92% of this return is the result of benefits-related civil legal problem resolution which boosted spending in the state’s economy.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The methodology used to derive the return on investment in civil legal aid in the 2011 study in Pennsylvania parallels the approach used in the studies in New York and Florida, discussed above. During the 2011 fiscal year, Pennsylvania received funding totalling $53.6 million to support civil legal aid for low-income persons in the state. The sources of this funding included state IOLTA revenue, state block grants, general state funding, and state Access to Justice Act filing fee funds.\(^{63}\) The services provided through Pennsylvania civil legal aid programs include assistance to address housing problems, employment problems, health related legal problems, education problems, individual rights and other types of legal problems.\(^{64}\) The $594 million return on the state’s investment in civil legal aid is based in two categories of financial impact: direct economic activity and cost savings.

The vast majority of the $594 million return – 92 percent – is the result of direct economic activity. The $546 million economic activity sum is owing to federal benefits received through benefits-related civil legal problem resolution which boosted spending in the state’s economy through $118 million in Social Security and Supplemental Security Income benefits received for low-income persons and $59 million in Medicaid benefits obtained. In addition, $14 million in federal grant funds were acquired through the LSC. Lastly, the remaining $355 million in
economic activity resulted from federal benefits received by legal aid clients that was put back into Pennsylvania’s economy.

The other factor contributing to the significant return on investment sum in this study is the balance of $48 million in cost savings. The extensive savings to local communities and the state was, in part, the result of $23 million that taxpayers did not have to spend because of prevented incidences of domestic violence. There was an additional $25 million in savings that resulted from stopping evictions and foreclosures, a problem which creates a demand for shelters, and subsequently increases emergency shelter costs. There were several other benefits that were identified in this study that were not included in the calculation of the return on investment in civil legal aid. These include: revenue from Medicaid reimbursements for hospitals and healthcare providers in the state, increased efficiencies in Pennsylvania courts as a result of legal aid provided to clients and pro se litigants, tax revenue from jobs that were not lost as a result of successful Legal Aid employment case resolutions, savings connected to crime prevention, and savings resulting from keeping children in school through avoided eviction and violence issues.65

3.2.4 Direct and Indirect Benefits of Cost Awards Received from Access to Civil Legal Aid

A Case Study from North Carolina

North Carolina, like Florida, New York and Pennsylvania, has assessed the economic impacts of access to civil legal aid for low-income residents in its state. In North Carolina, a study on The Economic Impact to the State of North Carolina of Civil Legal Services in 2012 reveals that, despite a demand that far exceeds available funding, the investment that is made in providing free access to civil justice services for low-income earners in North Carolina yields tremendous benefits for the state, individuals and local communities.66 These benefits surpass the cost of the investment at a rate of $10 in economic impact for every $1 that North Carolina spends on civil justice services. The return on legal services is 108%.

“The Economic Impact to the State of North Carolina of Civil Legal Services” (2012)

Benefits surpass the cost of the investment at a rate of US $10 in economic impact for every US $1 that North Carolina spends on civil justice services.
As with other studies, the monetary value of the economic impacts produced in North Carolina reflects an assessment of quantifiable benefits. Other benefits were also identified for which the financial value could not be readily determined. As such, there are benefits that positively contribute to individuals’ lives, as well as the local and state economies that are not accounted for in the amount of the return generated relative to the investment. Consequently, the 108% rate of return, while impressive, does not fully reflect the total value of what is gained by investing in accessible civil justice support mechanisms and services for low-income North Carolinians.

The amount of return on investment in the North Carolina study was derived by assessing the indirect and direct economic impacts of the cost awards that were won for low-income clients who received access to counsel during the 2012 calendar year. The types of financial awards received by clients included Social Security Income and Social Security Disability Insurance (SSI and SSDI), tax-related recovery, child support, housing-related awards, Supplemental Nutritional Assistance Program (SNAP) awards, and Temporary Assistance to Needy Families (TANF). The cost savings from preventing foreclosures, evictions, and domestic violence related problems were also included in the evaluation. The study found the direct economic benefit during the 1-year assessment period to be $18,024,411. The indirect economic benefit was determined to be $13,893,362 and the cost savings amounted to $16,857,503. The resulting $48,775,276 return on investment compares with LSC funding to legal aid programs in North Carolina during the period of the study amounting to $10,053,803. That translates to $10 that flows into North Carolina's local and state economies for every $1 in federal funding provided for civil legal aid.

“The Economic Impact to the State of North Carolina of Civil Legal Services” (2012)

The resulting US $48,775,276 return on investment during 1 year compares with funding amounting to US $10,053,803.

In addition to the monetary impacts, the study also notes that 293,408 people in North Carolina were kept out of poverty as a result of the federal benefits received during the period of the study and 4,709 domestic violence cases were closed, collectively affecting 12,036 people in those households. Further, 488 foreclosures were prevented across the state, which directly impacted 1,264 people, and 895 evictions were avoided which directly benefitted 2,506 household members.
3.2.5
A High Rate of Return from Access to Civil Legal Aid Services
A Case Study from Tennessee

Moving westward from North Carolina to Tennessee, a study published in 2015 reveals that for every $1 invested in funding civil justice programs, there is a return of $11.21 in the state. This finding is in spite of the funding constraints that civil legal aid programs face in Tennessee. As in North Carolina, LSC funding in Tennessee is only sufficient to support access to civil justice services for about 2% of state residents who are eligible to access LSC-funded civil legal aid programs. The total dollar amount of the return on civil justice investment during the 1-year duration of the study was found to be $188.6 million. More specifically, by providing low-income individuals with access to legal aid services to resolve their civil justice problems, clients and their families received $64.3 million in benefits; there was $42.6 million in cost savings to the community, and $81.7 million was generated in economic multiplier effects. These estimates are based on case outcomes and data for 2013. In addition to case statistics, evaluations for the return on investment were informed by data gathered through related studies that offer estimates for cost savings that are produced when homelessness is averted and individuals are protected from incidences of domestic violence. Assessments were based on an examination of cases that were handled by nine civil legal aid organizations in Tennessee, of which four are federally-funded. In addition to the impacts on the economy and the extensive cost savings, this study, like those from Pennsylvania, North Carolina and Florida, also found that there were significant benefits to low-income individuals served and to their families. For the study in Tennessee those benefits included an estimated $2.7 million in child and spousal support related to 160 cases, $26 million in Social Security Disability/Supplemental Security Income related to 377 successful cases, $17.2 million in Medicare/Medicaid benefits related to 558 cases for which benefits were received, $3 million in income maintenance benefits (excluding aforementioned benefits) obtained through 138 successful cases, $1.9 million in wage impacts of immigrant authorization owing to 143 employed women and men who received authorization, and $13.5 million in other benefits.

Tennessee Case Study (2015)
For every US $1 invested in funding civil justice programs, there is a return of US $11.21 in the state.
The significant economic benefits of providing accessible civil legal aid are consistently evidenced in the existing body of U.S.-based return on investment research. Cost awards and other monetary benefits, positive economic impacts and cost savings generated by providing civil legal aid to low-income clients are experienced in states of different sizes, and that differ demographically and geographically. The two remaining U.S.-based return on investment studies that will be examined in this section of the report, though economically and geographically quite different, can be linked in this context through the extent of unmet civil legal need among their populations and the demonstrable value of investing in civil legal aid in each state. We begin with a discussion of a 2009 study in Texas and then turn our attention north to a 2012 study from Alaska.

3.2.6 The Economic Benefits of Adequate Funding for Civil Legal Aid

A Case Study from Texas

At the time of the 2009 report on *The Impact of Legal Aid Services on Economic Activity in Texas*, Texas ranked 43rd in the U.S. in per-capita funding provided for civil legal aid.75 The 2009 study further notes that there is one legal aid lawyer in Texas for every 11,512 people in the state who are eligible for legal aid services.76 Demographically, Texas’s diversity is reflected in the study’s findings related to the population who accessed civil legal aid services in 2007, the year for which data was reviewed for the 2009 study.77

Of the 107,270 civil law cases closed in 2007 that were assessed for the study, 49% were family law cases. Data from a 2016 report by the LSC also highlights the prevalence of family law cases in Texas: of the civil law cases closed through LSC-funded programs and services in Texas in 2016, 43.1% related to family law. The next most prevalent type of civil justice problem for which cases were closed was housing problems at 14.5%.78

The economic impact study from Texas offers a number of important insights. In addition to carrying out an assessment on the return on investment in civil legal aid in 2007, the study also sought to measure the impact of a possible increase in investment in civil legal aid within the state.

The methodology used for the economic impact objective included an assessment of existing U.S. Department of Commerce data on the economic value created by positive civil legal aid case outcomes as well as an evaluation of the income earned by providing the requisite legal services. The second research objective, which explored the potential economic impact of an increase in resources to access civil legal aid, was measured through two possible case scenarios.
The first scenario is based on an increase in resources proportional to the percentage of low-income Texans; in the second scenario, the increase is estimated as a reflection of what would be required for Texas to achieve “a level of market penetration for legal aid cases” that is equivalent to the national average.79

The study found that for every $1 that was spent on civil justice cases closed in the 2007 data pool, $7.42 was put back into the economy in dollars spent; $3.56 in output dollars or gross product was earned, and $2.20 was gained in personal income. Based on total spending on civil legal aid during the reference period of the study, these amounts translate to $457.6 million being put back into the economy in spending through business activities, $219.7 million in output or gross product dollars, and 3,171 jobs. Direct benefits to state and local government businesses and services were separately determined to amount to $30.5 million annually. This compares with the $4.8 million in funding that was dispensed by the government for justice services.

“The Impact of Legal Aid Services on Economic Activity in Texas” Study (2009)

For every US $1 that was spent on civil justice cases closed in 2007, US $7.42 was put back into the economy in dollars spent; US $3.56 in gross product was earned, and US $2.20 was gained in personal income.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Spent</th>
<th>Resulted</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$1</td>
<td>$7.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$3.56 in gross product earned</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$2.20 gained in personal income</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Put back into the economy</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

US $4.8 million in funding resulted in US $457.6 million being put back into the economy, US $219.7 million in gross product dollars, and 3,171 jobs.

Funding

| $4.8 million |

Resulted

| $457.6 million put back into the economy |
| +3,171 jobs                           |
| $219.7 million in gross product dollars |
In the case of the first scenario in which an evaluation was carried out on the assumption that civil legal aid funding in Texas increased to a level that was sufficient to address the needs of eligible, low-income individuals in the state, the study found the annual return increased by an additional $325.9 million that was put back into the economy in dollars spent; $156.5 million in Texas’s gross product, $96.7 million in personal income, and 2,259 permanent jobs. The second scenario, which evaluated the potential economic impact of an increase in funding that allowed Texas to address a portion of civil justice needs that is comparable to overall civil justice needs in the U.S., found an increase to $816.6 million in total spending dollars put back into the economy, $392.1 million in output or gross product dollars, $242.2 million in income earnings, and 5,659 permanent jobs. It should be noted that the study cautions that, although the estimates deduced in both scenarios are significant, the approximate increases in both scenarios are much lower than levels that would be expected in other states, and even more so in comparison to addressing access to justice need in terms of overall levels of support provided across the U.S. population as a whole. The importance of social and personal benefits notwithstanding, the total return on investment derived from the 2007 civil legal aid data, and the return on potential investments based on the two scenarios evaluated, offer strong support for spending on civil justice in Texas for the extensive economic returns that it yields.

3.2.7
Unmet Justice Needs and the Benefits of Access to Civil Legal Aid in America’s Far North

A Case Study from Alaska

Research from Alaska presents an equally impactful case for investing in civil legal aid specifically and civil justice generally. Alaska’s per capita differences in housing, compared to previously mentioned states, and the contrasts with its economy, population size and terrain have not excluded Alaskans from experiences with the justice gap, or mitigated the problem of unmet justice needs in the northernmost U.S. state. Poverty is prevalent in both urban and rural Alaska and appears frequently in discussions of the extent of civil justice needs in the state.

The discussion that follows on the economic and social benefits of providing access to civil justice services in Alaska focuses on services that were funded by the Alaska Legal Services Corporation (ALSC) in 2011. The ALSC has been supporting free legal help to low-income Alaskans for more than 50 years. The eligibility income threshold to access ALSC-funded services is approximately $28,000 per annum for an individual and $48,000 per annum for a family of up to three, with priority given to cases involving people in especially precarious situations. Based on this criteria, 1 in 4 Alaskans is eligible for ALSC-funded services.

ALSC receives funding from federal, state and local programs, grants and donations to support 11 offices state-wide. Its budget in 2011 was $3.6 million, of which 54% ($1,899,335) was received
from federal funding, 14% ($504,960) was obtained through competitive grants and contracts, and 10% ($350,000) was obtained through state funding. The balance of 22% ($796,298) was from tribal funding (6%), municipal funding (8%) and donations (8%). At this level of funding, ALSC takes on roughly 2,000 cases annually, with an estimated 600 eligible cases being rejected due to insufficient funding. In the face of a program that lacks adequate funding to meet the civil justice needs of the population it serves, in February 2019, the governor of Alaska submitted a 2020 budget proposal for Alaska in which all funding to ALSC would be eliminated. ALSC notes that this budget cut would result in an additional 1,363 applicants for legal help being turned away, and would have a direct impact on 2,809 Alaskans.

Many of the problems addressed through ALSC services relate to family matters, housing issues and health and consumer protection. In 2011, ALSC handled 2,478 cases dealing with these and other civil justice problems. The economic impacts assessment carried out on cases taken on with support from ALSC funding in 2011 found that every $1 invested in ALSC generates a return of $5 in economic benefits to low-income clients and their families, local communities and the state. Put differently, $3.6 million in ALSC funding in 2011 yielded $17.8 million in benefits to clients, families, jobs, the local economy and in other areas in the state.

**An Analysis of the Economic Impacts and Social Benefits of Assistance Provided by Alaska Legal Services Corporation (2012)**

US $3.6 million in funding yielded US $17.8 million in benefits to clients, families, jobs, the local economy and in other areas in Alaska.

The $17.8 million return, based on 2011 funding amounts for ALSC, is the result of $14.5 million in direct economic gains locally in Alaska and $3.25 million in cost savings. More specifically, as relates to direct economic benefits, $1.2 million was generated in Social Security Disability and Supplemental Security Income benefits obtained for low-income clients, $1.9 million in federal funding was received by ALSC, $2.8 million in federal Medicaid benefits was obtained, and $8.6 million was generated as a result of the “economic multiplier effect”, which, among other impacts, significantly boosted spending in Alaska during the year in question. The preservation and/or creation of 70 jobs, though not monetized, is counted among the direct economic benefits produced through ALSC-funded civil legal aid assistance during 2011. The $3.25 million in cost savings is the sum of $640,000 (or approximately $19,202 per family) in savings on emergency shelter costs and $2.6 million (or approximately $6,557 per family) in cost savings related to domestic abuse cases. Similar to the study in Pennsylvania (discussed above), the study that was conducted using data from Alaska cited extensive, non-quantifiable benefits from investing in civil legal aid, including cost savings connected to reduced demands on law enforcement, services to address homelessness, healthcare services, and resources in the education system.
Other noteworthy details from this study that are pertinent to our discussion of the reach of civil legal aid and the value of investing in justice focus on the ways that legal help allows for more efficiently run and cost-effective judicial services. For example, 83 percent of cases that were closed over the course of the study were completed without clients having to appear in court or attend an administrative hearing. Further, in 2011, legal education information and resources dispensed through ALSC assisted more than 1,600 individuals who otherwise may have had to appear in court without counsel. More generally, this study also reveals that, in securing these benefits for Alaskans, ALSC-funded programs and services help to reduce the ‘justice gap’. The estimated monetary value of reducing the ‘justice gap’ in this way amounts to $500,000 in economic benefits, where every $100,000 invested in funding ALSC programs and services positively impacts 182 more people in Alaska.86

### 3.2.8 The Value of Investing in Civil Legal Aid

#### Examples from Other U.S. States

Studies that highlight the economic benefits of investing in civil legal aid in the United States are not limited to those in Alaska, New York, Florida, North Carolina, Tennessee and Pennsylvania. Nebraska, Louisiana, Arizona, Montana, Arkansas and other states have conducted empirical studies that explore funding for civil legal aid and the monetary and other benefits that these funding investments yield for low-income individuals within the respective states, as well as for communities and states as a whole. The table below presents a summary of the findings from some of these studies.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State</th>
<th>Year assessed for Study</th>
<th>Funding investment</th>
<th>Net value of Benefits*</th>
<th>SROI</th>
<th>ROI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Arizona87</td>
<td>2011</td>
<td>$13,191,509</td>
<td>$84,328,327</td>
<td>$6.39 for every $1.00 invested in Legal Aid services</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arkansas88</td>
<td>2013</td>
<td>$5,976,406</td>
<td>$32,550,860.44</td>
<td>$5.45 for every $1.00 invested in legal aid services</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Louisiana89</td>
<td>2016</td>
<td>$10,761,000</td>
<td>$93,977,000</td>
<td>$8.73 for every $1.00 invested in legal aid services</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Montana90</td>
<td>2013</td>
<td>$3,061,531</td>
<td>$9,645,345</td>
<td>$3.15 for every $1.00 invested in civil legal aid services</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nebraska91</td>
<td>2007</td>
<td>$3,403,538</td>
<td>$13,511,817</td>
<td>$3.97 for every $1.00 invested in Legal Aid services</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Monetary and/or other benefits
While differences exist in the amount of return generated and the extent of the benefits produced, the findings from this collection of empirical research expose a clear pattern of documented economic benefits that significantly outweigh the amounts spent on civil legal aid programs and services.

3.3 Austerity, Civil Legal Aid Cuts and Impacts of Not Investing in Justice

Studies from England and Wales

The United States is not unique among developed nations in its treatment of access to legal assistance for criminal matters experienced by low-income individuals relative to access to legal aid for civil justice matters. In the United States, legal aid and legal representation are available for persons under criminal prosecution who cannot afford to hire counsel. Many other developed nations offer similar assurances to low-income individuals facing criminal charges. In England and Wales, legal advice is available at no cost to eligible persons who are charged with a crime. Legal aid is available for some civil justice matters to those who meet the financial requirements. In the UK, the range of non-criminal matters for which legal advice or assistance may be available for free to those who meet financial threshold requirements includes:

- Family matters involving child welfare, abuse of children, forced marriages and domestic violence;
- Housing problems related to evictions, homelessness, serious disrepair and harassment injunctions;
- Asylum and immigration matters including or related to detention, human trafficking, domestic violence, and terrorism prevention and investigation.

For those who qualify, legal aid may also be available for debt-related legal problems, including the loss of a home and bankruptcy, legal problems related to the special education needs of a child, welfare benefits and council tax reduction, discrimination, childhood disabilities that arise during pregnancy, childbirth or up to 8 weeks after childbirth, some inquest issues, disabled facilities grants, and limited human rights cases.

In recent years, the legal aid system in the UK has been the subject of much scrutiny. This is largely owing to sweeping funding changes that were introduced under the Legal Aid, Sentencing and Punishment of Offenders Act, 2012 (LASPO), a statute intended to reduce the cost of the justice system generally and, more specifically, the cost of legal aid. Extensive funding cuts to civil justice programs and services have provoked researchers, stakeholders and government bodies
to assess the magnitude of the impacts of diminished investments in justice. A brief discussion of the justice landscape in the UK follows as well as an overview of some key learnings from these funding cuts.

LASPO resulted in a number of changes that had direct impacts on access to justice services in England and Wales. As relates specifically to civil legal aid, through LASPO, government funding was eliminated for most family law cases (with the exception of cases involving domestic violence) as well as most housing, welfare, medical negligence, employment, debt, and immigration cases. In addition, through LASPO, the Legal Services Commission, a non-departmental, public body was replaced with the Legal Aid Agency, operating under the Ministry of Justice.  

An interim report produced by the Bach Commission in 2016 reveals that LASPO’s enactment has led to a marked decline in the number of people who can access civil legal aid services, exacerbating an existing access to justice crisis in the UK. Between the 1980s and 2008, the number of households in the UK that were eligible for civil legal aid fell from 80 percent to less than 30 percent. Following LASPO and the elimination of a range of civil justice problem types that qualify for civil legal aid, the number of cases for which civil legal aid assistance was provided fell by approximately 25 percent in one year. A 2018 news report found that since 2011-12, roughly 1 million fewer legal aid claims were being processed annually, more than 1,000 fewer legal aid service providers were being paid for civil legal aid work and a majority of service providers were now located in London, with as many as 15 million people in England and Wales residing in areas with only 1 provider.

What is the impact of these changes? Research suggests that the costs of the widening justice gap in the UK may greatly outweigh the costs of investing in civil legal aid, not solely because of the economic benefits that are generated through the provision of civil legal aid, but also because unresolved problems and self-representation result in significant economic, psychological and physical health, personal, social and temporal costs. As noted throughout this report, these negative consequences are experienced at higher rates by low income and vulnerable populations and place additional demands on judicial services and public services.  

The costs of the widening justice gap may greatly outweigh the costs of investing in civil legal aid.

2010 pre-LASPO estimates assessed the impact of civil legal aid budget cuts to public services to be in excess of £1.5 billion (approximately US $1.92 billion) annually, and the impacts resulting from loss of income to be roughly £2 billion (approximately US $2.56 billion) annually. In addition to these monetary costs, assessments carried out during the same period revealed that over a million people seek help annually for stress-related illnesses connected to their legal problems, and that there are an estimated 250,000 relationship breakdowns related to the civil justice problems that people face each year. It should be noted that these figures, although significant, are likely lower than actual totals (given the specific indicators on which they are based).
Delving further into the findings related to the costs of not investing in civil legal aid in the UK, analysis of data from the 2007 English and Wales Civil and Social Justice Survey offers a problem-by-problem comparison of the costs of civil legal aid versus the costs of the negative impacts resulting from an absence of available civil legal aid and from unresolved problems.\textsuperscript{100}

The negative impacts of not investing in civil legal aid and of unresolved legal problems result in significant monetary costs for a majority of the 17 problem types canvassed. The total civil legal aid expenditure for divorce amounts to £19,716,245 (approximately US $25,235,512), while the cost incurred in the absence of legal aid during the period in question was estimated to be £86,516,597 (approximately US $110,735,621); civil legal aid investments that support legal issues related to homelessness were assessed to be £5,808,765 (approximately US $7,475,880) while the cost resulting from a lack of access to legal aid was estimated to be approximately £37,752,982 (approximately US $48,321,363). Justiciable employment problems that cost approximately £2,600,682 (approximately US $3,328,704) in civil legal aid result in an estimated £39,148,133 (approximately US $50,107,065) in costs without support from civil legal aid. With an investment in civil legal aid of £13,093,267 (approximately US $16,758,531), issues related to rented housing result in £39,878,675 (approximately US $51,042,112) in costs without that monetary investment. At a cost to civil legal aid of £16,184,188 (approximately US $20,714,709), problems related to welfare benefits result in an estimated £33,163,399 (approximately US $42,446,995) in costs when there is no financial support made to civil legal aid; and an investment of £5,797,917 (approximately US $7,420,957) in civil legal aid to address domestic violence problems translates to approximately £24,629,651 (approximately US $31,524,352) in costs in the absence of access to civil legal aid. Other legal problem types with knock-on costs that exceed the costs of investment include, discrimination problems, debt problems, relationship breakdown problems (separate from divorce), personal injury problems, and legal problems related to clinical negligence.\textsuperscript{101}

Another interpretation of the value of the investment in civil legal aid observed through this research reveals that for every £1 (approximately US $1.28) that is spent on legal aid to provide housing advice, there is a saving of approximately £2.34 (approximately US $3). Further, for every £1 spent on legal aid to facilitate legal advice for debt-related problems, the government potentially saves £2.98 (approximately US $3.81); every £1 of legal aid that is spent on providing benefits advice, results in £8.80 (approximately US $11.26) in savings to the government; and for every £1 that is spent on legal aid in support of advice for employment-related legal problems, there are potential cost savings to the state of approximately £7.13 (approximately US $9.13).\textsuperscript{102}
Value of the investment in civil legal aid


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Spent</th>
<th>Saves</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$1.28</td>
<td>on housing problems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>on debt problems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$3.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>on benefits problems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$11.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>on employment problems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$9.13</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Some ten years later, findings from the Bach Commission confirm that the consequences of significantly reducing or, in some instances, eliminating funding to civil legal aid results in a range of negative consequences for the justice system, the state and individuals. Between 2009-10 and 2016-17, there was a 36 percent decline in the number of civil legal aid certificates that were granted for legal representation, a statistic that is even more jarring in consideration of the 84 percent drop from 933,815 in 2009-2010 to 146,618 in 2016-17 in the number of civil legal aid cases that were initiated, suggesting that, in addition to several hundred thousand fewer low-income people attempting to get help for their legal problems through legal aid services, legal aid is also operating with a much more limited scope. The Bach Commission’s interim and final reports also indicate that the exceptional case funding (ECF) scheme, which was created to help offset some of the negative impacts of funding cuts through LASPO, has also been inadequate.

The cuts to legal aid in the UK have also impacted courts, including a 30% increase in the number of litigants appearing without counsel across all family court cases and an increase in cases where children represent themselves.

Exceptional case funding was introduced as a source of funding to persons who do not qualify to receive legal aid funding, and who were experiencing one or more serious legal problems related to a violation of their human rights or other serious issue. Of the projected 4,888 young adults and 847 children that the ECF program would help annually, only 8 children and 28 young adults received legal funding assistance through the program between October 2013 and June 2015. As evidenced in the examination of the 2010 UK study, as well as through other studies discussed in this report, if the hundreds of thousands of cases that no longer qualify for assistance through legal aid or supplemental funding programs, or for which people no longer seek help through legal aid go unresolved they potentially result in even greater monetary and non-monetary costs to individuals and the state.

The cuts to legal aid in the UK have also impacted courts. There have been noteworthy increases in the number of pro se litigants appearing in courts, including a 30% increase in the number of litigants appearing without counsel across all family court cases, as well as an increase in cases where children represent themselves on a range of matters, including clinical negligence and
immigration. In tandem with these ‘miscarriages of justice’ due to funding cuts, 146 courts were closed between May 2010 and July 2015, with another 86 court and tribunal buildings that were slated to close in early 2016. Further complicating this problem is the increase in a number of court and tribunal fees, including a 60 percent increase in divorce fees and a 600 percent increase in court fees related to claims of £200,000 (approximately US $257,400) or more in civil courts. These changes have created, and continue to create tremendous and often insurmountable access to justice barriers for low and middle income earners.

The Bach Commission’s report, as well as other assessments and commentaries on LASPO and the civil justice system in the UK make a range of practical and policy recommendations to address problems caused by cuts to legal aid, problems that have been exacerbated by legal aid cuts and problems that are, at least to-date, inherent in the justice system.

The purpose of a detailed examination of civil legal aid funding in England and Wales here is not to point a finger at any shortcomings of a plan to lower the costs of the UK justice system by reducing expenditure on civil legal aid. Rather, in the context of a conversation on the benefits of investing in justice, these findings are presented to elucidate the role of cost at both ends of the return on investment equation. It is helpful to understand what is lost economically, socially and personally when civil justice is not adequately funded. This juxtaposition is especially important in the context of civil legal aid, which seldom receives sufficient attention in government budgets or otherwise. Access to justice is an undeniably ‘wicked problem’ that requires jurisdictions to do more, not less, to curb the wide-ranging, adverse impacts. The upside is that, as the research discussed so far generally shows, greater financial investments spell greater monetary returns and greater societal and individual benefits.

3.4 Economic Benefits of Legal Aid Commissions and Community Legal Centres

Case Studies from Australia

As we continue our examination of existing empirical research on investing in justice, we note that there are numerous other examples of underfunding for civil legal aid. The Shrinking Public Purse, which was published in Australia in the early 1990s, highlights that it had already been several years that jurisdictions around the globe were being urged to reduce government spending, with many calls for austerity or reduced spending targeting government-funded civil legal aid programs. Since the 1990s, government funding for legal aid in Australia has declined...
significantly, falling from $11.22 (approximately US $ 7.73) per capita in 1997 to roughly $8 (approximately US $5.51) per capita in 2017. On the heels of an examination of legal aid in England and Wales, it may be worth stating that Australia spends approximately 3.6 times less per capita on legal aid than England and Wales. Some two decades ago, approximately 55% of funding for legal aid in Australia was provided by the Australian Commonwealth Government; at present, the allocation is 35%. These funding cuts have been identified as a major factor contributing to the crisis in access to justice in Australia, with calls for an additional $350 million (approximately US $241 million) in funding to address the problem. Facing these budgetary cuts, Australia’s legal aid programs have sought alternate sources of funding in recent years, including interest-generating lawyer trust accounts similar to those referenced in the U.S.-based literature (discussed above).

As in other countries, eligibility for legal aid and legal assistance in Australia is largely based in financial need. Economically disadvantaged and vulnerable populations who meet specific criterion can access legal advice, representation and services through legal aid commissions, present in every Australian state and territory, and through over 200 community legal centres located in states and territories across Australia. Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples can also access culturally relevant legal assistance through Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Legal Services. Limited financial assistance to help pay for legal services may also be available through other government programs. Federal and state governments provide funding to legal aid commissions, community legal centres and Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Legal Services in order to address family, criminal and civil justice matters. It should be noted however, that legal aid commissions operate independently of the private legal profession and the government. Similarly community legal centres and Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Legal Services are community-managed, not-for-profits. Set out below is a summary examination of return on investment in access to justice services in the Australian context, which explores the economic benefits of legal aid commissions, followed by the economic benefits of community legal centres.

We acknowledge that the research summarized in these next sections is not particularly recent. However, it is still instructive, not just for its findings, but also for modelling the kind of cost-benefit analyses that are possible.
3.4.1 Legal aid commissions

Legal aid commissions provide a range of services, including legal information via telephone, online, in print and in person, information seminars, workshops and training, family dispute resolution services, legal advice in criminal law, human rights law, family law and civil law, self-help guides as well as other services. Although approximately 2.5 million Australians live below the poverty line, fewer than 3 percent (less than 74,000 people) qualify for legal aid certificates. As in other jurisdictions, a decline in funding to legal aid, a rise in the cost of legal services, and an increase in the demand for legal help have led to a growing problem of unmet legal need, and has made access to justice services out of reach for many.

A report commissioned by Legal Aid Queensland in 2009 assessed the benefits of access to legal aid as provided by legal aid commissions in the Australian state. The study’s focus is on the measurable impacts that legal interventions have on efficiency within the courts and, more broadly in the justice system. The report explores outcomes related to early legal problem resolution and appropriate triaging of problems through the justice system, increased problem resolution outside of the courts, and the effects of fewer pro se litigants in courts. The findings from this research offer insights on direct, cost-saving benefits to courts derived from investments in legal aid. The costs associated with improved efficiency in the legal system are an important variable in the discussion of the economic benefits of investing in justice.

Navigating complex legal systems unassisted is taxing for self-represented litigants and leads to any number of health and other adverse consequences. Specific to our discussion of cost and benefits, however, self-representation also inversely impacts efficiency within the justice system, which directly affects monetary costs. To that end, avoided cost is as important a consideration as incurred cost. In order to determine the total amounts in avoided costs that result from access to legal aid, the Legal Aid Queensland report assesses the costs of multiple scenarios that include varying degrees of access to legal aid and legal representation. The assessments do not consider the quality of legal assistance received or the outcome of cases, and instead focus on impacts to the court system.

Four different scenarios are assessed in terms of their costs to the court system: cases in which there is no access to legal aid; cases in which clients have access solely to services that are available from duty lawyers; cases in which clients have access to services provided by duty lawyers as well as to legal representation; and cases in which clients have access to the continuum of services available through legal aid commissions, including legal representation,
services provided by duty lawyers and other dispute resolution services. The study, which uses data from Legal Aid Queensland and the Family Court of Australia, focuses on costs incurred in family law cases.\textsuperscript{117}

This study assesses the monetary and temporal impacts of four legal aid funding scenarios:
- Defunding legal aid
- Providing funding solely for duty lawyers
- Providing funding for duty lawyers and legal representation
- Maintaining legal aid funding

To determine avoided cost values, the four scenarios were assessed based on projected front-end monetary impacts to the courts when different legal aid service offerings are defunded. For example, in the absence of legal aid funded dispute resolution services that facilitate early problem resolution, it was anticipated that many cases that would otherwise have been resolved outside of the courts would end up in the courts. The avoided costs, and the costs incurred by the courts in this scenario were determined. For each scenario that was assessed, a number of additional logic-based assumptions were applied to the calculation of avoided costs. To the extent that legal problems do not cease to exist in the absence of access to legal aid, where applicable to the evaluation of court costs, the study also included alternative legal problem resolution methods and their impacts on the courts. It was surmised for example that, without access to various legal aid services, there would be a significant increase in the number of low-income persons entering the court system as self-represented litigants. Self-represented litigants who lack the legal knowledge and expertise of trained legal professionals make greater demands on court resources and time. To that end, the computation of avoided costs in this instance also considers the specific effects for judges who may spend more time on legal cases where one or more party is unrepresented, and the costs to represented parties who may also face delays or longer cases when opposing an unrepresented litigant. The Family Court of Australia has specific protocols for cases involving self-represented litigants. Many of these steps add to the time spent on those cases and, by extension, the cost of those cases within the justice system.\textsuperscript{118} Overall, the additional time spent on cases involving self-represented parties is estimated to be 20 percent.\textsuperscript{119} It should be noted as well that, in some scenarios, cuts to legal aid funding would eliminate access to duty lawyers at courts for self-represented litigants. The result would be that these litigants would also not be able to take advantage of advice, information or assistance provided by lawyers at the courts, a denied benefit which results in an estimated 5 percent decline in efficiency per related case.\textsuperscript{120}
The approximate number of cases for which avoided legal aid costs were considered for this study derives from a calculation of the percentage of overall family law court cases in Australia that were heard in Queensland during 2007-08. The number of cases included in the assessment was further narrowed based on type of outcome. Family law cases during 2007-08 that resulted in interim orders, mediated agreements and final orders were considered for this study. Cases that resulted in a divorce, appeals or consent order were excluded. Data on the average cost per outcome derives from 2007-08 attorney general budget reports and was used where applicable to assist in determining avoided costs.

3.4.1.1 Scenario One

As regards the first of the four potential scenarios – a scenario in which legal aid is completely defunded – during the period under discussion, it is estimated that the government would have saved $26.39 million (approximately US $18.19 million) as a result of the funding cuts to legal aid. The study found that, in the absence of access to legal aid services for family law matters, an estimated 4,519 litigants in Queensland would be deprived of access to legal representation in the courts. Dealing instead with unrepresented litigants would result in a 20 percent increase in court costs. In addition, 2,476 legal problems that would have benefitted from access to dispute resolution services and be resolved outside of the courts would instead be resolved through litigation, also resulting in a 20 percent increase in costs to the courts. Further, 995 litigants would be denied access to duty lawyers at courts, which would increase court costs by 5 percent.

Assuming in this scenario that 75 percent of these matters were then resolved during the mediation stage in court and 25 percent were resolved by final order, the resulting cost to the courts would be $42.24 million (approximately US $29.12 million). The net benefit of defunding legal aid in this instance (the cost savings from defunding legal aid plus the avoided costs to the courts) amounts to -$15.86 million (approximately US -$10.93 million). The shortfall is even greater if, rather than 75 percent of cases being resolved through mediated agreements, 50 percent are assumed to be resolved through mediated agreements and 50 percent are resolved through final orders. The total avoided costs to the courts then becomes -$59.29 million (approximately US -$40.87 million) with a net benefit of -$32.9 million (approximately US -$22.68 million).
3.4.1.2  
Scenario Two

In the second of the four potential scenarios envisaged, legal aid funding is made available solely to facilitate access to duty lawyers to assist the 995 eligible unrepresented litigants who would have had access to duty lawyers through 2007-08 legal aid funding levels. In this scenario, it is also assumed that the roughly 4,519 clients who would no longer have access to legal representation would consequently become unrepresented litigants who would engage duty lawyers for help at the courts. Further, the more than 2,000 legal matters that would have been kept out of the courts as a result of legal aid funded dispute resolution services would now be handled by the courts, with assistance from duty lawyers. With each of these circumstances, these litigants would have access to some free legal advice to assist in the early stages of their court proceedings, which would have direct impacts on efficiency and time spent in the courts.

The study found that government spending on legal aid in support of duty lawyers for eligible legal aid recipients at 2007-08 levels amounted to $4.91 million (approximately US $3.38 million). With access only to duty lawyers and no access to legal aid supported legal representation or other dispute resolution services, there would be an additional 4,519 self-represented litigants accessing the courts (with some assistance available from duty lawyers). It is estimated that this would affect efficiency levels by 15 percent per case; the 2,476 cases that would otherwise have been resolved outside of the courts by other dispute resolution processes (and would also now engage duty lawyers) would also decrease efficiency by an estimated 15 percent; while the 995 unrepresented litigants who originally would have received help from a duty lawyer would still be able to engage their services, which would improve court efficiency by 5 percent (compared to not having any assistance at all). As with scenario one, other scenarios evaluate net benefits based on case outcome ratios where there is an even split between cases resolved through final order and those that are resolved during the mediation stage, as well as situations in which 75 percent of cases are resolved during the mediation stage and 25 percent are resolved by final order.

With government spending on duty lawyers in this scenario totalling $4.91 million (approximately US $3.38 million), if 50 percent of cases are resolved through final order and the remaining cases are resolved through mediation agreements, the avoided costs to the courts when duty lawyers are made available to self-represented litigants is $6.03 million (approximately US $4.16 million). The net benefit amounts to $1.12 million (approximately US $0.77 million). This is the only case and scenario dynamic that limits access to legal aid in some form that was found to generate a positive value. If it were assumed that 75 percent of cases resolved through mediation agreements and 25 percent were resolved by final order, the total in avoided costs to the courts equals $4.3 million (approximately US $2.96 million). The resulting net benefit amounts to -$0.61 million (approximately US -$0.42 million).
3.4.1.3 Scenario Three

In the third possible scenario assessed, government funded legal aid is made available to support duty lawyer services and legal representation in courts. In this scenario, dispute resolution services that would typically be available through legal aid are excluded; however, monetary impact assessments were made assuming that the full government funding investment in legal aid remained the same. It was found that when the 4,519 litigants who were entitled to legal representation through legal aid at 2007-08 funding levels are represented in courts, courts are 20 percent more efficient. The 995 litigants receiving assistance from duty lawyers would assist the courts to be 5 percent more efficient. It was also determined that, with the allocation of all 2007-08 legal aid funding available in this scenario, more eligible low-income earners could be represented in courts or allowed access to duty lawyers. As a result, an estimated 1,702 litigants would now be able to benefit from legal assistance. This would increase efficiency in the courts by 20 percent. The balance of 1,625 litigants who would not be able to access dispute resolution services, legal representation or access duty lawyers would appear unassisted and unrepresented in courts. This would negatively impact both efficiency in the courts and increase demand on court resources.

In Scenario 3: The government spends approximately US $18.19 million to provide duty lawyer services and legal representation in courts. Dispute resolution outside the courts is not available. The resulting estimated savings to the government are US -$6.49 million to US -$9.85 million.

The funding investment from the government to provide access to legal representation and duty lawyers in this scenario is $26.39 million (approximately US $18.19 million). Applying the 75 to 25 percent formula, the avoided costs to the courts would amount to $12.1 million (approximately US $8.34 million). The net benefit in this case is -$14.29 million (approximately US -$9.85 million). In the second projected balance of outcomes in which half of cases are resolved by final order and half are resolved through mediation agreements, the avoided costs to the courts totals $16.98 million (approximately US $11.7 million), resulting in a net benefit of -$9.41 million (or approximately US -$6.49 million).

3.4.1.4 Scenario Four

The final scenario in this study considers an investment of government funded legal aid at 2007-08 levels, which facilitates the provision of a mix of legal aid services – legal representation, dispute resolution services and duty lawyers – to litigants who meet Legal Aid Queensland’s eligibility requirements. In this scenario, 4,519 eligible legal aid recipients would have legal representation in court, allowing for 20 percent more efficiency in those cases than if they
had been unrepresented. Further, 2,476 problems are resolved through dispute resolution services that might have otherwise ended up in the courts in cases where the litigants were unrepresented, and 995 litigants receive legal help from duty lawyers, which contributes to those cases being dealt with 5 percent more efficiently than had they not received any assistance.

In Scenario 4: The government maintains full funding for legal aid, spending approximately US $18.19 million to provide legal representation, access to duty lawyers and other dispute resolution services. The resulting estimated savings to the government are US $29.11 million to US $40.86 million.

In terms of avoided costs and benefits, the net gains from scenario four significantly outpace those of previously discussed scenarios. When 75 percent of cases are resolved by mediation agreements and 25 percent are resolved by final order, avoided costs amount to $42.24 million (approximately US $29.11 million). Assuming a 50-50 split between the number of cases resolved by final order and those resolved in the mediation stage, the avoided costs are even higher: $59.29 million (approximately US $40.86 million). Compared with the government funding investment of $26.39 million (approximately US $18.19 million), the net benefit is $32.90 million (or approximately US $22.67 million).

That this study evaluates the monetary impacts of avoided legal aid spending costs on government funded judicial services is significant. It offers insights into an often overlooked question in the discussion of the economic impacts of investing in justice, one that is presented in this study through an examination of what it costs governments when they do not invest in access to justice. Put differently, in terms of government spending, it compares funding investments in legal aid with government spending on justice services in the absence of legal aid. On the surface, it may seem that by not investing in programs that facilitate access to justice, governments are saving money that can be reallocated and arguably ‘better spent’ elsewhere, but at what economic cost? This study reveals through scenarios that explore the impacts of different legal aid funding allocations that, across the board, the monetary impacts of not investing in legal aid exceed the costs to the government of investing in legal aid.

### 3.4.2 Community legal centres

The second part of our discussion of Australian-based research on the return on investment in justice mechanisms explores the benefits of community legal centres (CLCs). Community legal centres, like legal aid commissions, offer legal information and justice services to those
who qualify. As their name suggests, geography is an important factor in their value added within the continuum of services available for dispute resolution – they are largely based in communities across Australia and their services are conveniently accessible to eligible persons within commuting distance of their location. CLCs are independent, community-based, not-for-profit organizations that obtain funding from a number of sources, including Commonwealth and state government. In addition to broad-based community legal centres that offer a range of legal services, there are also specialist CLCs that facilitate legal problem resolution for specific groups or specific types of legal problems.\textsuperscript{122} Our summary discussion includes both the broader category of CLCs and specialist CLCs.

The research paper that forms the focus of our analysis of community legal centres is based in a more expansive research framework than the study on legal aid commissions. The 2012 study to which we shift our discussion evaluates a range of legal problem types that were addressed through 4 community legal centres, representing different geographic locations – 2 urban, 1 remote (and regional), and 1 regional.\textsuperscript{123} Various elements were assessed to determine the benefits of the CLCs, including operating costs and quantifiable outcomes. A range of qualitative benefits were also determined for this study. To determine the monetary benefits provided by the CLCs’ advice and legal services, the general methodological approach entailed a review of each file and the derived benefit was determined based on reported costs, avoided costs, and willingness to pay. It should be noted that each CLC’s methodology differs slightly and precise values were determined based on a combination of steps. The cost-benefit ratio was calculated by comparing each centre’s operating costs with the benefits generated from the CLC.\textsuperscript{124}

The four CLCs assessed for this study present somewhat varied profiles, geographically as well as with respect to the services that they provide. The first of the four CLCs operates in an inner regional location, offering free legal advice, referrals and assistance on a range of civil and criminal justice issues to economically disadvantaged Central Victorians. Their efforts are also centred on advancing human rights and promoting social justice issues. The second CLC that was assessed in this study operates with a broader scope, and houses a generalist program that facilitates access to the legal system for people who are not otherwise able to access justice services, as well as an Indigenous Women’s program. Additionally, they work to assist vulnerable persons to address matters that have the potential to become legal problems before they escalate to the level of requiring assistance through the justice system. This includes, facilitating financial counselling services and homelessness services.

The third of the four community legal centres that was included as a case study for this research is a specialist legal centre in an urban setting that provides legal assistance on matters related to consumer credit and compliance. They also work to ensure that creditors and insurance companies respect the codes of their practice and do not overreach. In addition, they seek to facilitate problem resolution for financial matters that have the potential to become legal problems.
The last of the four CLCs is similarly based in an urban location. It offers a range of legal services to economically disadvantaged persons who are not otherwise able to access legal help. In addition to the general legal services that they provide, they offer programs that are tailored to youths and that support tenancy and domestic violence matters.

There is immense economic and social value generated by community legal centres – across locations, irrespective of how broad or specialized their service offerings are, and over a range of legal problem types.

The differences in service offerings and location among the four CLCs included in this study serve to strengthen the 2012 research study’s conclusion that there is immense economic (and social) value generated by community legal centres – across locations, irrespective of how broad or specialized their service offerings are, and over a range of legal problem types. As in other studies discussed, the findings presented regarding the financial benefits relative to operational input costs includes caveats that suggest that the monetary returns may be underestimated, owing to an evaluative framework that includes only readily quantifiable components.

The data related to the economic gains produced from the four community legal centres are noteworthy when viewed both collectively as well as individually. Following an assessment of more than 160 legal matters among the four CLCs, the study found an average cost benefit ratio of 1:18. That is, for every $1 (approximately US $0.69) invested in a community legal centre, the monetary return is $18 (approximately US $12.43). The total average monetary benefit on advice provided across all four legal centres is $2,084 (approximately US $1,431) and the average benefit generated from assisting with cases is $3,405 (approximately US $2,338). If extrapolated and assumed to be consistent across CLCs in Australia, the resulting return is estimated to be $846 million (approximately US $581 million) in financial benefits generated relative to $47 million (approximately US $32.39 million) in funding invested in CLCs in Australia in 2009-2010.

### Economic Gains Produced From The Four Community Legal Centres

An assessment of more than 160 legal matters among four community legal centres found that for every US $0.69 invested in a community legal centre, the monetary return is approximately US $12.43.

If assumed to be consistent across community legal centres in Australia, the resulting return is estimated to be approximately US $581 million in financial benefits generated relative to approximately US $32.39 million in funding invested.
For each of the four community legal centres assessed, the study also offers the average monetary benefits for advice provided through the CLCs and the average monetary benefit for cases handled through the CLC. The individual findings for each community legal centre reveals cost-benefit ratios that vary, but are nonetheless positive reflections of the economic benefits associated with community legal centres. For the first CLC, which offers a broad range of general legal services in a regional location, the study found a cost benefit ratio of 1:30. The average cost benefit produced from legal advice dispensed at this CLC was determined to be $3,999 (approximately US $2,746) and the average benefit on cases is $6,634 (approximately US $4,572). The second CLC, which handles general legal matters that arise in its remote location (as well as within its region) was found to generate an average return of $173 (approximately US $119) on advice provided and $4,241 (approximately US $2,923) on cases, leading to a cost benefit ratio of 1:6. The specialist CLC that assists with resolving consumer and credit based legal problems in a larger city was found to produce an average monetary return of $3,595 (approximately US $2,478) on advice dispensed and $2,379 (approximately US $1,639) on average for cases. The cost-benefit ratio is the highest of the four: 1:33. The second urban-based CLC (the final CLC evaluated in this study) produced an average benefit of $567 (approximately US $391) on the range of legal advice that it offered and $365 (or approximately US $251) on average for cases. The cost benefit ratio for this CLC is 1:4.

While the focus in the 2012 paper is on a valuation of economic returns, the study also envisages significant qualitative benefits that were not measured and consequently were not included as part of the assessments discussed. These include legal empowerment, legal problem prevention and the avoidance of extraneous public and private costs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>There are also significant qualitative benefits produced including:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><img src="image.png" alt="Legal empowerment" /> <img src="image.png" alt="Legal problem prevention" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="image.png" alt="Avoidance of extraneous public and private costs" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This research on the returns generated from funding community-based legal centres in Australia contributes another compelling perspective from which to further understand the interplay among costs, benefits and funding for justice system programs and services.
4.1 Economic impacts of privately-funded justice services

We transition from a discussion of the returns produced from investing in broad-based, predominantly government-funded justice programs and services to focus on the merits of investing in justice initiatives that are smaller in scope and that present different funding models. While reviews have been conducted on legal aid programs in Canada, the existing body of empirical research has tended towards assessments of specific programs and interventions.

As a general matter, like other countries examined in this report, there is a lack of significant civil and family justice data in Canada. A 2012 note on the Economic Value of Legal Aid in the province of British Columbia, for example, acknowledged that a dearth of available data has impeded the measurability of the spectrum of benefits produced by legal aid in the province. This rings true across much of the justice sector as well as in other sectors. Nonetheless, a range of studies on various types of access to justice initiatives have been conducted. A discussion of several of these studies follows.

4.1.1 Pro Bono

Canada’s most populous province is home to a provincial pro bono legal program that connects volunteer lawyers with people who cannot afford the services of lawyers. Pro Bono Ontario offers free, front-line legal services in courthouses, schools, hospitals and other sites where people commonly experience legal problems that might benefit from prompt, onsite legal attention. They also manage and support projects and programs throughout the province that serve to strengthen local communities in various ways.

The demands on courts resulting from a rise in self-represented litigants are contributing factors in court resources being stretched, an increase in judges’ time spent on cases where one or more party is unrepresented, and a direct cause of an increase in the cost of judicial services.

The impetus to conduct an assessment of Pro Bono Ontario’s services in 2017 is owed in part to the rise of self-representation in Ontario’s courts. To that end, one of the goals of the study was to determine the extent to which Pro Bono Ontario’s services might mitigate the impacts on courts of the growing number of self-represented litigants in Ontario. The demands on courts resulting from a rise in self-represented litigants are, as discussed in the Australian study on avoided costs, contributing factors in court resources being stretched, an increase in judges’ time spent on cases where one or more party is unrepresented, and a direct cause of an increase in the cost of judicial services. In addition
to establishing the return on investment on the funding that Pro Bono Ontario allocates to supporting legal assistance for self-represented litigants, the study also sought to evaluate the cost of inefficiencies in the courts brought about by increased self-representation, the cost savings generated through Pro Bono Ontario’s services and the economic value of other Pro Bono Ontario services. Pro Bono Ontario assists thousands of self-represented litigants in Ontario annually. In 2017, they helped more than 25,400 unrepresented clients with a range of legal problems.\textsuperscript{130}

The data collected for this study included a random sample of files from the 2013-14 fiscal year, including online records that detailed whether the litigant went on to file a claim and the outcome of further actions taken. In addition, the study included 3 weeks of in-court observations in August, 2017 during which time data was recorded on cases involving self-represented litigants. The study’s methodology also included in-person data collection on interactions between litigants and court-appointed Pro Bono Ontario staff, 30 to 45 minute telephone interviews with judges to gather data on their accounts of courtroom experiences with self-represented litigants, and an assessment of court data on services provided from 2013 to 2016, including the type of service provided and the timeline of the case’s progress. Data was also gathered on the range of legal services for which Pro Bono Ontario provided assistance during the same period, including information on the year that the service was provided and the volume of services made available through Pro Bono Ontario during the period in question. As relates specifically to the ways that unrepresented litigants can access Pro Bono Ontario’s services, the report categorizes the pathways from which data was collected for the study as follows: Help Centres in Courthouses in Toronto and Ottawa, Pro Bono Duty Counsel available for particular proceedings on specific days and Pro Bono amicus counsel available to help facilitate dispute resolution in the courts.\textsuperscript{131} The court services provided by Pro Bono Ontario pertain to small claims and civil courts.

Pro Bono Ontario generates funding from a combination of sources, which includes (non-governmental) operating grants, donations, fundraising, projects, subsidies and events.\textsuperscript{132} The study’s data analysis yielded findings that reflect considerable return on monies received by Pro Bono Ontario that support its services for self-represented litigants. For every $1 (approximately US $0.74) invested in Pro Bono Ontario services that assist self-represented litigants, the program generates $10 (approximately US $7.43) of return, most of which benefits the province. Further, the study found that for the 2015-16 fiscal year, Pro Bono Ontario’s services produced $5.76 million (approximately US $4.28 million) in cost savings and economic benefits from funding amounting to less than $600,000 (approximately US $445,533).
This $5.76 million in benefits and savings is the combined result of $5.16 million (approximately US $3.83 million) in savings and benefits to governments and $0.6 million (approximately US $0.45 million) in total savings and benefits to clients. Of the $5.16 million (approximately US $3.83 million) return in 2015-16, $2.29 million (approximately US $1.7 million) came from Pro Bono Ontario successfully reducing the number of unmeritorious claims heard in courts, $0.76 million (approximately US $0.56 million) is the result of savings generated by increasing the efficiency of the courts, and $2.11 million (approximately US $1.57 million) is the amount of private sector legal cost savings provided by Pro Bono Ontario’s free legal services offerings during the 2015-16 study reference period.\(^{133}\)

**Pro Bono Ontario returns**

For every US $0.74 invested in pro bono services that assist self-represented litigants, the program generates approximately US $7.43 of return.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Invested</th>
<th>Generated</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$0.74</td>
<td>$7.43</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Pro Bono services produced approximately US $4.28 million in cost savings and economic benefits from funding amounting to less than approximately US $445,533.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Invested</th>
<th>Resulted</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$445,533</td>
<td>$4.28 million</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The $0.6 million (approximately US $0.45 million) in savings to clients breaks down as follows. The estimated value of pro bono assistance provided to self-represented litigants during the reference period is $0.2 million (approximately US $0.15 million). A further $0.33 million (approximately US $0.25 million) in legal costs savings was generated for opposing parties involved in litigation and, as a result of legal advice and assistance received, clients spent less time away from work, which produced total cost savings in the amount of $0.07 million (approximately US $0.052 million).

As with previously discussed return on investment research, the evaluation of Pro Bono Ontario’s services determined that, beyond monetary benefits, there were several non-monetary benefits. Court staff observed that litigants who benefitted from Pro Bono Ontario’s services had higher levels of satisfaction with
their court experience and were more likely to believe that they had been treated fairly. Judges and court staff also affirmed that Pro Bono Ontario’s services assisted with making the court system function better.\textsuperscript{134}

This first foray into research on the return generated from private sector and non-governmental investments in justice offers a number of important takeaways. Foremost, the Pro Bono Ontario study echoes a key finding from return on legal aid investment studies and other research examined in earlier sections – there are significant and far-reaching economic benefits to governments when funding investments are made in access to civil justice. We note here the benefits to governments in particular in the Pro Bono Ontario study, despite the fact that Pro Bono Ontario operates without government funding and with limited government support. Secondly, drawing on the examination of the range of applications for the term ‘access to justice’ explored earlier in this report, the methodology used in the Pro Bono Ontario study highlights the merits of facilitating access to justice in at least two important ways: physical access and financial access. Pro Bono Ontario offers legal services and advice at courthouses as well as at other public locations where people commonly encounter legal issues, a benefit that promotes easier physical access to justice services. That their services are available for free facilitates access to justice for thousands of Ontarians for whom legal help would otherwise be out of reach because of cost.

\section*{4.1.2 Data Gap}

Lastly, we acknowledge the importance of data in the Pro Bono Ontario study and the difficulties experienced in obtaining court data for the 2013 to 2016 reference period of the research. In particular, the study comments on the difficulty gaining access to court data on the volume of court services provided, the types of services provided and when the services were provided during that period.\textsuperscript{135} There appear to have been fewer challenges with investigative research methods employed for primary data collection. The methodology executed in the study includes data gathered using various research tools – structured interviews, collection of secondary data, observation and other methods. The challenge obtaining secondary court data mirrors a challenge observed throughout access to justice literature – the unavailability of data, and the lack of consistent data collection within the justice sector. The importance of data to inform analyses of what is working, what is not working, and how justice services can be improved cannot be overstated. Data is a pillar for understanding the economic benefits of justice system interventions, and it is also a critical tool to inform evidence-based
pathways to address the global crisis in access to justice. To borrow wording from a 2018 report on “The Role of Data in the Access to Justice Movement”, we “can and must know much more than we currently do [about the access to justice crisis]”.

4.1.3 Funding Challenges

As a further note on the Pro Bono Ontario study, despite evidence of annual savings and benefits to the Ontario justice system amounting to almost $6 million (approximately US $4.46 million), the free legal service continues to face funding challenges, to the extent that in 2018 it was almost forced to shutter its services. Despite recommendations to the contrary there was also no funding allocated to Pro Bono Ontario in the provincial government’s 2019-20 budget, released in April, 2019. In light of the evidence highlighting immense cost savings and other monetary benefits to the provincial government generated by the pro bono legal service, this omission from the budget, which significantly complicates the short-term sustainability of Pro Bono Ontario, forces further reflection on the precise components that are necessary to build an economic case for investing in justice and, beyond the evidence, what steps can be taken to encourage buy-in from governments and other funders.

4.1.4 Dispute Resolution Methods in Family Law

Research that compares and contrasts the costs and benefits of four methods for resolving family law disputes in Canada may offer further inspiration. A 2017 study conducted by the Canadian Research Institute for Law and the Family (CRILF) for the Canadian Forum on Civil Justice (CFCJ) evaluated the return on investment on different dispute resolution processes. This type of research could prove to be a valuable, evidence-based strategy to promote funding that is targeted towards improving access to justice processes in ways that are shown to be the most effective for a given population and that also provide the most benefit and value for money for funders.

Data for the 2017 study was collected through a survey of family law lawyers practicing in four Canadian provinces: Ontario, British Columbia, Alberta and Nova Scotia. The dispute resolution processes canvassed for the study were litigation, arbitration, mediation and collaborative processes. The survey that informs the final report for this study includes a range of questions related to the costs of these four processes, the length of time to resolution for each process, the efficacy of the processes, and the suitability
of the processes to address different low and high conflict family law problems and in cases involving children. Lastly, the study applies a social return on investment evaluative model as a final analytical step.

The results of the survey confirm a number of important findings. Among a majority of respondents, litigation was agreed to be the least cost-effective of the four processes and the least likely to produce outcomes that are in the interest of the client. Nonetheless, it was agreed among respondents to be the most suitable of the four methods for resolving high-conflict disputes. In comparison, collaboration was agreed to have a considerably lower cost range for resolving disputes than the other three methods and it was also agreed by almost 100% of respondents to achieve results that are in the interest of children impacted by decisions made in family law cases. 90% of lawyers who participated in the survey were also in consensus that mediation produces outcomes that benefit the client while 85% agreed that it produces outcomes that are in the interest of clients’ children. Conversely less than 40% of respondents agreed that arbitration achieved results that are in the interest of the client or their children.

These findings are valuable for the potential benefits that they can provide in helping people to choose the best pathway to address their family problems. They are also helpful as a way to inform strategies to improve access to family justice in Canada. Canada’s Action Committee on Access to Justice in Civil and Family Matters, a national, broad-based organization that represents leading voices from Canada’s justice community, signalled in a widely publicized 2013 report that the family justice system is in urgent need of reform. The 2013 report recommends improvements that are guided by modern values. It calls for an expansion of consensual approaches to dispute resolution, advancing a broader range of affordable and accessible family justice services, restructuring the courts to better handle family law cases, and introducing innovative procedures that can improve the functioning of the system. Many of these recommendations could also serve as a guide for improvements in family law systems in other countries. To achieve a standard for family justice services that is affordable, fair, accessible, tailored to the needs of a given population and that caters to the demands of a particular type of family law problem requires actionable data on what works, in what ways, at what cost and to whose benefit.

Pairing learnings from this type of targeted research with research on the returns produced from investing in access to these specific justice mechanisms could prove to be a compelling and informative guide on how to effectively invest in strategies to improve access to family justice.
for governments and other funders of investing in access to these specific justice mechanisms could prove to be a compelling and informative guide on how to effectively invest in strategies to improve access to family justice.

4.1.5 Social Return on Investment

The social return on investment component included in the CRILF-CFCJ study identifies the financial value produced by each of the four dispute resolution processes relative to the input cost of providing access to each method. The SROI terminology and methodology applied in this study conform precisely to the description of SROI provided earlier in this report. The framework for calculating the SROI values is based on a consistent application of financial proxies that allow for a comparison of the four dispute resolution processes using identical parameters. A key distinction with the ratios produced in SROI analyses compared with return on investment analyses is that the monetary values in SROI ratios include considerations of the value of qualitative, quantitative and financial benefits and not only quantitative and financial elements.

The 2017 study notes that the input totals used to determine final SROI values consider the average cost of lawyers’ professional services and the average cost to clients of auxiliary dispute resolution services such as financial consultants and child specialists. The findings were presented in terms of the benefits derived in low-conflict and high-conflict disputes. As relates to low-conflict family law disputes, the study found that every $1 (approximately US $0.74) spent on collaborative processes was found to yield $2.06 (approximately US $1.53) in social return on investment value. Conversely, for high-conflict disputes, every $1 spent on collaboration results in $1.12 (approximately US $0.83) in social return on investment value. Every $1 input into mediation to resolve low-conflict disputes results in a social return of $2.78 (approximately US $2.06). High-conflict cases that are resolved using mediation yield $1 in social return for every $1 spent. On the opposite end of the spectrum, every $1 spent on arbitration in low-conflict disputes was found to yield $0.57 (approximately US $0.42) in social return, while every $1 input into resolving high-conflict disputes using arbitration yields $0.38 (approximately US $0.28) in social return. The monetary social return value that results from every $1 spent on resolving low-conflict disputes through litigation is $0.39 (approximately US $0.29) while every $1 spent in litigation costs to resolve high-conflict disputes yields a social return on investment value of $0.04 (or approximately US $0.03).
In terms of absolute costs, average spending of $16,092 (approximately US $11,949) to resolve a low-conflict family law dispute through collaborative processes results in $33,142 (approximately US $24,609) in social return value, while an average input cost of $34,933 (approximately US $25,940) to resolve a high-conflict dispute through collaborative processes results in an estimated $39,092 (approximately US $29,028) in social return on investment value. By comparison, $10,678 (approximately US $7,929) on average spent to resolve a low-conflict family law problem through mediation creates an estimated $29,716 (approximately US $22,066) in social return on investment value where $35,563 (approximately US $26,407) in average spending to address a high-conflict family law problem through mediation yields an almost identical return in social return on investment value of $35,666 (or approximately US $26,484). An estimated $23,843 (approximately US $17,705) in average input costs to resolve
a low-conflict family law dispute yields roughly $13,609 (approximately US $10,105) in social returns and an estimated $51,622 (approximately US $38,332) spent to address a high-conflict family law problem using the same process returns a value of $19,559 (approximately US $14,523). As relates to the most costly of the four dispute resolution methods assessed, $21,748 (approximately US $16,149) in spending to resolve a low-conflict family law problem through litigation returns a value estimated at $8,424 (approximately US $6,255) while a high-conflict family law problem that costs on average $63,743 (approximately US $47,333) yields $2,474 (approximately US $1,837) in social investment returns.

Beyond the merits of this data to inform strategy and directions for targeted improvements in access to family justice, the findings from this research offer additional value for individuals facing family law disputes who are able to afford at least some of the costs associated with getting help through the justice system. To the extent that this study outlines the costs of various dispute resolution processes, the average time to resolution using the four methods, perceived levels of satisfaction among clients, the suitability of each process to address different types of problems, as well as other variables that are important considerations when choosing a dispute resolution method, this research offers a helpful commentary that could assist clients shopping for a dispute resolution method to address their family justice problem.

This research on the return on dispute resolution methods in family law presents one model that can contribute to a better understanding of the costs and benefits to individuals of different pathways to access justice. Another area of research that stands to offer insight into the returns on spending by individuals on justice services relates to legal expense insurance.

### 4.1.6 Legal Expense Insurance

A report produced by the Canadian Bar Association in 2014 highlights the potential value of legal expense insurance to individuals and small businesses facing a legal issue. For people who earn too much to qualify for legal aid or for whom legal aid is not available to address their legal problem, the cost of legal assistance can be onerous. Average spending on everyday legal problems in Canada amounts to $6,100 (approximately US $4,530), while the cost of a two-day civil trial is estimated to be $37,000 (approximately US $27,474) and the cost of a seven-day civil trial is estimated to be upwards of $124,000 (approximately US $92,077).

Canadians who do not have the financial means to address their legal problems report resorting to a number of potentially problematic options to pay their legal fees. These include using their savings (39%), taking out a line of credit or putting their legal fees on a credit card (37%), liquidating investments or assets including withdrawing from an RRSP (29%) and cutting back on expenses (16%). Many people go into debt, lose their home and experience other problems as a direct result of one or more serious civil or family justice problems.
For middle income earners, broader access to legal expense insurance may offer a viable option that also helps to address the gap in unmet justice needs. It has shown immense promise in Québec, where it has been available since the 1990s as well as in various European countries.

Legal expense insurance policies cover policyholders against various legal costs incurred in the event of a legal problem. The range of costs that might be covered by legal expense insurance often begins from the initial stages of soliciting legal advice about a problem and continues through the investigative stage of the litigation process up to settlement. With an average annual starting cost of legal expense insurance premiums at approximately $360 (approximately US $267) for access to a hotline where policyholders can get advice on frequently asked legal questions, and a lawyer for court appearances up to a limit of $100,000 (approximately US $74,255) per claim and $500,000 (approximately US $371,277) in total for the year, the return on investment for individuals and small businesses with access to legal expense insurance in Canada could be considerable. Legal expense insurance could be especially significant given that almost half of adults in Canada experience an everyday legal problem that they find difficult to resolve within a given 3-year period, amounting to an estimated 35,745,000 separate everyday legal problems in Canada every 3 years. Consumer, debt and employment problems rank highest among the types of legal problems experienced by Canadians. Given the connection of these particular problem types to business operations and management, business owners would likely be keen to take advantage of legal expense insurance if it were more widely available and generally if they were made more aware of legal expense insurance as an option to mitigate against the costs of one or more possible legal problems.

The Canadian Bar Association’s 2014 report states that “legal expense insurance empowers people faced with legal issues, so that they don’t have to go into debt to get access to justice”. If an underlying goal in improving access to justice is to develop comprehensive justice systems that offer a continuum of pathways and access points to address legal problems in cost-effective and timely ways, legal expense insurance shows particular potential promise. A thorough evaluation of legal expense insurance models globally and the returns that they produce for individuals (and small businesses), while beyond the scope of this report, merit further assessment. The issue of legal empowerment as highlighted in the Canadian Bar Association’s discussion of legal expense insurance is an important one that will be expanded on in the discussion in subsequent sections of the non-monetary returns derived from investing in justice.

The reference to empowerment in the context of legal expense insurance (above) speaks to a critical benefit derived from legal empowerment – it precludes individuals from being fully at the mercy of a justiciable event. This will be a central, recurring theme in the broader conversation on social justice and in the review of research in this section of the report that more distinctly focuses on the social return on investment for justice services, cost-benefit analyses and resulting social, environmental, health, personal and economic benefits of investing in justice.
Part 5

Investing in Community Based Justice

For people with limited financial means who are living in locations that are equally deprived of resources, everyday legal problems stand to have especially egregious consequences.
Many legal needs are concentrated around exchanges and changes that take place in daily life — in business, family or work life, with land transfers, buying and selling items, or other ordinary occurrences.\textsuperscript{152} For people with limited financial means who are living in locations that are equally deprived of resources, everyday legal problems stand to have especially egregious consequences. The second volume of the UNDP Commission on Legal Empowerment’s final report observes that, “[t]he paths to justice available to the poor in order to cope with these problems and for accessing their rights often develop spontaneously”.\textsuperscript{153} Many community-based justice initiatives are grassroots responses to unmet legal needs in areas that are underserved by social services, where many are mistrustful of formal justice services or are unable to pay for physical or financial access to those formal justice services.\textsuperscript{154} Community-based justice services are also often the result of efforts simply to provide local mechanisms for dispute resolution in areas where there are no state-based services available.

### 5.1 Community Justice Research

Community-based justice mechanisms exist in developing and developed countries alike as both official and quasi-official methods of dispute resolution, information, and advice.\textsuperscript{155} In South Africa, for example, community-based paralegals operate unregulated and in an informal space, though efforts are underway to formalize the Community Advice Office sector through which many work.\textsuperscript{156} Community-based paralegals offer a number of unique benefits to the populations that they serve, including the ability to communicate with clients in local languages, being connected to other local services that can help facilitate holistic strategies to resolve overlapping legal and social problems, an understanding of the specific cultural and social challenges of the populations that they serve, as well as an ability to work one-on-one with clients towards acceptable outcomes. Community-based paralegals are typically attentive to cultural practices, restorative justice and other traditional approaches to dispute resolution. Through the services that they provide and the ways in which they provide them, community-based paralegals are also enablers of legal empowerment. In South Africa, for example, community-based paralegals host community meetings, community presentations, meetings with public officials, focus groups that are led and moderated by paralegals, engage in home visits, school visits as well as hold regular support group meetings.\textsuperscript{157} Their extensive efforts in support of individuals and groups for whom it may otherwise be impossible to learn about or exercise their rights, contributes significantly to their ability to facilitate active engagement in society in order to resolve legal problems. Services provided through the Community Advice Office sector in South Africa are free.
Community-based paralegals offer benefits to the populations that they serve, including:

- Ability to work one-on-one with clients towards acceptable outcomes
- Understanding of the specific cultural and social challenges of the populations that they serve
- Connection to other local services that can help facilitate holistic strategies to resolve overlapping legal and social problems
- Ability to communicate in local languages

5.2 Economic and Social Benefits of Access to Community-Based Paralegals

A Case Study from South Africa

As the importance of Community Advice Offices as local conduits for access to justice in South Africa has become increasingly evident, organizations have endeavoured to conduct empirical research that highlights the cost savings and value of these services. One such study uses administrative case management data curated through the Centre for Community Justice and Development (CCJD)\(^{158}\) to explore the costs and benefits of paralegal assistance provided through Community Advice Offices that are supported by CCJD.\(^{159}\) The data in the CCJD case management database is input by the CCJD’s community-based paralegals in the course of their work. All of the paralegals who work for Community Advice Offices that are supported by CCJD are certified legal professionals.

The study’s primary objectives were to evaluate the direct and indirect costs of the access to justice work carried out by community-based paralegals operating through Community Advice Offices and to determine the direct and indirect benefits of Community Advice Offices. In order to do this, researchers reviewed four years of case intake and case outcome data — for the years 2014, 2015, 2016 and 2017 — and annual Community Advice Office reports. CCJD and Community Advice Office financial records and reports on Community Advice Office outreach activities were also reviewed. In addition, the study included several qualitative research
components that helped both to support the quantitative research elements and provide a broader scope of understanding of the range of benefits provided by community-based paralegals and Community Advice Offices. To that end, paralegals were interviewed, seven focus groups were held with justice service recipients and notes and other details that had been jointly created by CCJD-supported paralegals and clients and subsequently recorded in the CCJD database were also reviewed.

The study reveals a number of noteworthy findings. An assessment of the time spent by community-based paralegals on activities, beginning from the initial meeting with the client(s) to the resolution or closing of a file, indicates that across all four years approximately one-third of paralegals’ time, ranging from 31% in 2014 to 38% in 2017, was spent listening to and recording client’s stories. Time spent providing mediation services ranked second in each of the four years. Other types of activities that were captured in the time-series analyses include making referrals, providing legal advice, providing counselling, following up with clients, accompanying clients and case management. On the issue of time spent listening to clients, several studies have noted the value of this particular exercise to justice seekers and the positive impact it has on perceptions of fairness of outcomes.160

The monetary amounts derived from the cost benefit analysis in this research found that a monetary investment of R19,266,580.29 (approximately US $1,332,509.82) over the 4-year reference period of the study resulted in a net benefit of R115,758,280.96 (approximately US $8,004,823.40). The net value was determined to be R96,491,700.00 (approximately US $6,672,085.96). The resulting benefit cost ratio is 6.01, which means that for every R1 (approximately US $0.07) that is invested in Community Advice Offices R6.01 (approximately US $ 0.42) in benefits are gained. As in other studies discussed, the monetary benefits derived are acknowledged to likely be an underestimation of the total financial benefits derived from direct, upfront financial investments. In this study, the reason offered for the undervaluation of the financial return derived from Community Advice Offices includes the limitations of the data available through the CCJD database which, for example, does not consider cost savings to the government from clients engaging Community Advice Offices and consequently avoiding dispute resolution through the courts. On the broader issue of institutionalizing the Community Advice Office sector, the CCJD study estimates that an annual investment of R350,000 (roughly US $24,226.07) in government funding per community advice office would be necessary to ensure the sustainability of the service.

**Study in South Africa**

The cost benefit analysis found that an investment of approximately US $1.3 million over 4 years resulted in a net benefit of approximately US $8.0 million.
5.2.1  
Client satisfaction

Beyond the significant monetary returns that they provide, the work of community-based paralegals and the Community Advice Office sector results in a range of intangible benefits. Most conspicuous among them is perhaps the level of satisfaction among clients with respect to the quality of services provided by community-based paralegals. Clients in the CCJD study highlighted the dedication of community-based paralegals to finding just solutions to their problem(s) as well as the accessibility of community-based paralegals. Further, they urged an adherence to the current model of operation within Community Advice Offices if the appeal for sustained government funding were successful. Summarizing the views of clients served through CCJD-funded Community Advice Offices from 2014-2017, the report notes that “[community-based paralegals] must not be co-opted by government but continue to provide independent services of the quality currently rendered.”

5.2.2  
Community-Based Justice Research Project

This feedback by service recipients, noting the value and standard of work carried out through Community Advice Offices and the need for the service to remain unchanged is significant. In the larger context of the global access to justice crisis, this assessment of an expansive, people-centred model for dispute resolution and legal empowerment as effective, convenient, cost-effective, accessible and worthwhile is important. It warrants more study and discussion. Initiatives such as the International Development Research Centre-funded Community Based Justice Research (CBJR) project has responded to this challenge with a multi-country, multi-year research initiative on scaling access to community-based justice. More of this type of research on ‘what works’ for recipients of justice services, and how to expand popular and effective programs to benefit more people while also generating returns for investors and purveyors of justice is warranted. It holds promise as a way to more emphatically inform and drive efforts towards equal access to justice for all.
Part 6
Investing in Rehabilitative Justice
6.1
The Economic Benefits of People-Centered Approaches to Dispute Resolution for Youths

Case Studies from Canada and Australia

A study on the return generated from investing in a local, restorative justice initiative for youths in Canada offers another compelling case study that highlights the coalescing of themes on access to justice, costs and benefits, people-centred strategies and community-based justice. A brief discussion of that study follows.

For some crimes committed in Canada by a young person between the ages of 12 and 18, that individual may be referred to a Youth Justice Committee in lieu of the court system. This practice applies to crimes that are considered to be ‘minor’, including for example stealing items valued at under CAD $5,000 (approximately US $3,711), mischief, property damage, some types of assault and other offences. This system takes into consideration that, “due to their age, young people are more vulnerable, less mature and may have a lower capacity for moral judgment than adults.”

Youth Justice Committees exist as an option through the Youth Criminal Justice Act to address youth crime in jurisdictions throughout Canada. These committees typically involve the young offender, their parent(s) or other family member(s) and volunteers from within the local area. All work together to help young offenders understand the seriousness of their actions and to embrace alternatives for a different, improved future. Volunteers are at the core of the work that Youth Justice Committees do. The Young Offenders Act (1984-2003), which preceded the Youth Criminal Justice Act, included a clause prohibiting volunteers from receiving compensation for their participation on a Youth Justice Committee. That stipulation was not included in the more recent Youth Criminal Justice Act. As such, in some areas, an honorarium is paid to volunteers for each meeting that they attend. These monies are part of the annual provincial or territorial funding received by Youth Justice Committees. The funding amounts allocated to Youth Justice Committees vary considerably and are based on factors such as caseload, out-of-pocket expenses and volunteer efforts. In some jurisdictions, no funding is provided.

Over the course of 12 years, more than 25 Youth Justice Committees, serving 140 communities were operating in the Canadian city of Calgary. As a result of these committees, 8,000 fewer youths accessed the formal court system. Annually, over 300 volunteers contributed more than 12,000 hours to these Youth Justice Committees. A study on the social return on investment on Calgary’s Youth Justice Committees found that for every CAD $1 (approximately US $0.87) spent on Youth Justice Committees in communities in Calgary in 2007, there was a return of CAD $5.52 (approximately US $4.80). This value is based on an assessment of 701 young people in
Calgary accessing Youth Justice Committees rather than the formal justice system during 2007. During that year in Calgary, total spending on Youth Justice Committees was CAD $162,000 (approximately US $120,269), and the total social value created was determined to be $893,775 (approximately US $663,539). In addition to these significant monetary values, an estimated $15,000 (approximately US $11,136) was collected as restitution to victims during 2007. Over the course of three years, every CAD $1 invested in community-based Youth Justice Committees in Calgary was determined to yield an estimated return in economic and social value of CAD $10.13 (approximately US $7.52). Avoided costs in a number of areas were assessed as part of a one-year and three-year social return on investment evaluations. These included avoided costs related to police calls, police investigations, police attendance at court, youth court processes and the cost of incarceration, as well as the cost of a probation supervisor.

**Youth Justice Committee Investment Return**

A social return on investment study on Youth Justice Committees found that for every US $0.87 spent on Youth Justice Committees in 1 year, there was a return of approximately US $4.80. Over the course of 3 years, the estimated return in economic and social value was determined to yield a value of approximately US $7.52.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Investment</th>
<th>Return (1 year)</th>
<th>Return (3 years)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$0.87</td>
<td>$4.80</td>
<td>$7.52</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Similar to the South African study discussed previously, the community-based approach used by Youth Justice Committees has been lauded by service recipients as appropriate, effective and preferable to the courts. Volunteers and parents have also cited the “extreme value” of the program and the importance of having a “group of adults who actually listened”.  

The benefits of this community-based approach for tackling youth crime are also reflected in other ways in the social return on investment study. A majority – 90 percent – of youths who participated in the program successfully adhered to and completed the terms put forth by the committee. Further, this initiative has also been successful in preventing future crimes, with more than 80% of program participants not reoffending within 3 years following their participation in the program.
6.1.1 Youth Bail and Release Studies

A report from Tasmania that quantifies the benefits of investing in two justice initiatives for youths presents another exemplary case study of the value of rehabilitative justice programs for young offenders, communities and investors. Save the Children Australia, an arm of the international, non-governmental Save the Children organization supports two youth justice programs in Tasmania. Supporting Young People on Bail is an initiative for youths ages 10 - 17 for whom sentencing is pending. Young people who access this program have been released on bail following their first court appearance. The program helps young people in a number of ways, including with alcohol and drug counselling, returning to school, with accessing a lawyer, and with housing.

The second program – Transition from Detention – provides support for young people from the ages of 10 to 18 with their transition from the Ashley Youth Detention Centre, located outside of Deloraine, Tasmania, back to their local communities. Through this initiative, youth workers from Save the Children Australia connect with young offenders while in detention and offer support that extends to the challenges that young offenders may face following their release. As with Supporting Young People on Bail, the avenues of support are varied and include connecting young people with educational programs, and introducing program participants to positive activities and employment opportunities post detention. Some youths participate in both programs.

Research was conducted to determine the social and economic value created by the programs since they opened in 2011 up to 2014. During this period, the programs helped 140 youths – 87 through Supporting Young People on Bail and 53 through Transition from Detention. Data reviewed for the assessment included primary survey data from young people who had been, or continued to be participants of the programs, a review of the service delivery model being used by the programs, and qualitative data from program stakeholders, including Save the Children Australia youth workers, young offenders and affiliated youth justice agencies in the region. The calculation of the social return on investment also demanded an assessment of input costs, revenue generated, and the overall costs of delivering the two youth justice initiatives. This translated to the review of a combination of program expenses and earnings such as salaries, management fees, general operating costs, travel expenses and training for Save the Children youth workers, and grants and funding received between 2011 and 2014.
**“Supporting Young People on Bail” and “Transition from Detention” Returns**

Jointly, both youth justice programs generated approximately US $3.84 million in social and economic value over 3 years, where the total cost of the two programs was approximately US $1.10 million.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cost</th>
<th>Generated social and economic value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$1.1 million</td>
<td>$3.84 million</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

68% of the return generated relates to improved outcomes for the programs’ participants.

Jointly, both programs generated approximately AUS $5.5 million (roughly US $3.84 million) in social and economic value between 2011 and 2014 or AUS $1.45 million annually (roughly US $1.01 million), where the total cost of the two programs over the period being examined was AUS $1.57 million (approximately US $ 1.10 million). The resulting social return on investment ratio is 1:3.5, which means that, for every AUS $1 (approximately US $0.70) spent on these two justice initiatives, there is a return of AUS $3.50 (approximately US $2.45).

A closer look at these figures reveals even more promising findings. Sixty-eight percent of the total value of the return generated (AUS $3.7 million or an estimated US $2.74 million) relates to improved outcomes for the programs’ participants. As in the previous study discussed (and several other studies examined in this report) there is something to be said here not just about the monetary value of the benefits derived but also of the type of value created. Outside of our focus on the economics of justice investments, there is a broader and arguably more significant case for investing in programs such as Save the Children Australia’s two justice initiatives—to go beyond simply creating value for money to creating ‘good’ value for money. The flip side of the monetary investment in access to justice is that, in investing in these programs, there are financial savings and gains but also marked long-term benefits for program participants and communities. Many studies discussed quite reasonably explore the immediate and short-term future benefits of investing in justice to investors, service and program recipients and society. These evaluations consider returns over a finite period of time. It is important to recognize, however, that for young people, as well as for adults who may be exposed to similar types of restorative justice programs and support mechanisms, these programs can be life-altering. In steering people towards a positive path, the potential benefits and savings to individuals, families and communities are exponential, benefiting societies and generating cost savings through reduced criminal activity, reduced demand on police and social services, and
other benefits experienced over months and years. The learnings from these programs may also be shared to the benefit of family members, youths or adults in similar situations and others within the community, further contributing to long-term, positive impacts and change.

As relates to the specific positive outcomes that were considered and referenced in this research, the report lists improvements to participants’ physical health, better social connections that support constructive, ethical behaviour and independence, improvements to communication, interaction and relationships with family members, and better employment opportunities. Reduced sentencing costs to youth justice agencies accounts for the balance of 32% of the social return on investment (approximately AUS $1.8 million or roughly US $1.34 million) produced by these initiatives.

An examination of the impact of each program and their respective contribution to the economic and social value created reveals that the Supporting Young People on Bail program’s social return on investment ratio is 1:3.4. The social return on investment ratio produced by the Transition from Detention program was determined to be 1:3.6. Proactive interventions, voluntary participation, the commitment, expertise and professionalism of Save the Children youth workers and immediate responses to young people in the program are listed among the many strengths of these programs in Tasmania, and are at the core of the programs’ success as worthy investments.171

6.1.2 Youth Empowerment

The OECD’s 2018 “Youth Stocktaking” report identifies a disconnect between youths in OECD countries and the decision-making behind policies and practices that directly affect them.172 The report highlights five key areas where additional effort is needed. Included among these are: participation by and representation of young people, and the integration of youth perspectives. These elements of empowerment are key not only for everyday application to issues that routinely affect young people but, also as they pertain more specifically to youth justice. The review of the Calgary Youth Justice Committee program and the Save the Children Australia initiatives offer proof of the merits of these endeavours. Rather than being spectators of a system that determines their fate, young people involved in the youth justice programs discussed are active participants, first acknowledging their actions and attesting to their role in their circumstances, and then engaging with others, their community or society to pursue a positive path forward. Though these youth justice studies offer a somewhat different conversation than presented through much of the other research examined thus far, the underlying approach and thinking around resolving justice problems and the benefits

In steering young people towards a positive path, the potential benefits and savings to individuals, families and communities are exponential, benefiting societies and generating cost savings over months and years.
of investing in justice are nonetheless similar. Notwithstanding the focus on criminal justice as opposed to civil justice, on youth issues as opposed to legal problems experienced by adults, these programs and studies highlight the noteworthy returns created from investing in alternatives to problem resolution outside of the formal justice system and in local instruments of empowerment. In so doing these studies offer further proof that investing in justice provides value for time and money.

6.1.3 Comparing the Return on Investment on Rehabilitative Justice Programs for Incarcerated Adults

We take another, brief foray into the subject of return on investment in criminal justice matters to balance the perspectives presented on youth justice with a discussion that now momentarily shifts to the merits of investing in rehabilitative justice programs for incarcerated adults. The methodologies and overall findings from studies on these criminal justice programs – the two youth justice studies and a subsequent study from the U.S. – offer insights that are useful for understanding the range of investment opportunities in justice and the resulting economic and social benefits to individuals and societies. We stay on our current course to draw a parallel between the Calgary program, the Save the Children justice initiatives in Tasmania and research produced by the Council of Economic Advisors for the Office of the President of the United States of America in 2018.

An evaluation of programs in the U.S. aimed at curbing the rate of recidivism following release from prison estimates that every US $1 invested in programs that address mental health and substance abuse issues among incarcerated adults facing eventual release results in a return of up to $5.27. As in the Youth Justice Committee study from Calgary that assessed avoided costs when offenders do not re-offend, the report on the return on investments in recidivism-reducing programs in the U.S. also suggests that, owing largely to avoided costs from lower levels of engagement in criminal activities after participation in recidivism-reducing programs, the rate of return is higher over longer periods.\textsuperscript{173} The report goes on to suggest that, while similar levels of success may be possible with programs that are based in therapy and education among incarcerated adults, additional research would be needed to draw concrete conclusions. In order for an educational program to be a worthwhile investment, it is estimated that the program need only result in, at minimum, 2\% lower rates of recidivism. With spending on criminal justice in the U.S. estimated to be upwards of $180 billion annually,\textsuperscript{174} investing in programs that are shown to reduce rates of recidivism, and further investing in empirical research that can offer evidence of the extent to which spending on other justice initiatives will lower crime rates while providing high economic and social returns, are smart and effective strategies to help cut costs and provide long-term solutions for individuals and communities.
It should be reiterated that a primary aspect of the Youth Committee Justice program and the programs in Tasmania that has been credited for their success is their community-based approach and the handling of each youth’s case one-on-one. Youths, volunteers and family members noted their appreciation of the exchanges between young people and volunteers and the appropriateness of the recommended courses of action through the programs that are based on learnings from interactions with young people. With an overarching focus on improving lives and communities, interestingly, the return generated from these programs read almost as a welcomed consequence of the work being done rather than a primary objective. Recidivism-reducing programs may equally benefit from strategies that, at their core, are concerned with the betterment of individuals and strengthening of communities and societies rather than a focus based solely on profits or cost savings.

The discussion of the return on investment in rehabilitative youth and adult criminal justice programs is included as an important, albeit summary testimonial in the broader conversation of the types of justice sector interventions for which there is return on investment. In the context of the larger access to justice conversation, these initiatives further suggest that investing in justice contributes to cost-effectiveness and improved efficiency in justice systems while simultaneously benefitting investors, service recipients and communities. It is also important to re-state that, underlying the machinations of arguing the monetary benefits of investing in justice, there are individuals and families whose lives are profoundly impacted by these programs and funding decisions. By facilitating legal problem resolution through civil legal aid, privately-funded not-for-profits, pro bono services, community legal centres and community advice offices, restorative justice programs, mental health programs or targeted dispute resolution processes, this collection of empirical research shows that there are significant benefits generated from investing in the prevention, treatment and, to the extent possible, remedying of the justice problems that are ‘ailing’ societies, individuals and justice systems.
Education and assistance in the form of legal empowerment offers one avenue to help address the current composite of justice sector challenges. Legal empowerment is a multi-pronged tool that works to improve access to justice by ensuring that rights and protections are enforced for people who may themselves be unaware that these rights exist. There is no universal formula for legal empowerment. Rather, volunteers, activists, legal professionals and others engage community-based networks, the formal justice system, informal dispute resolution systems, and alternative dispute resolution processes to facilitate access to justice for the poor, marginalized, vulnerable and others.\(^{175}\) In many respects, the overarching value of legal empowerment lies in the awareness it fosters about legal rights and the engagement that it promotes between individuals, disenfranchised populations and the law.

### 7.1 Economic and Social Impacts of Investing in Legal Empowerment

**A Case Study from Bangladesh**

Using a cost-benefit analysis approach, a report on *Legal Empowerment as a Pathway out of Poverty* advocates for the benefits produced by non-governmental-led legal empowerment programs in Bangladesh.\(^{176}\) As in other jurisdictions, in Bangladesh there are limited options available to poor litigants who are unable to access the formal justice system. Some turn to customary systems as a way to resolve their disputes. The report reveals, however, that these systems often experience problems and are not without bias, often leading to outcomes that are outside of what are deemed acceptable by national or international human rights laws.\(^{177}\)

The Bangladesh Rural Advancement Committee (BRAC) is a nongovernmental organization that has operated in Bangladesh since the 1970s to provide legal assistance and other social services to poor and vulnerable people in most of Bangladesh’s 64 districts. With 517 legal aid clinics as at April 2012, BRAC’s Human Rights and Legal Aid Services programs operate as hubs for legal advice and legal empowerment in communities throughout Bangladesh. There are, of course, costs attached to operating an extensive network of legal aid programs, community-based legal education programs and legal empowerment initiatives, as well as BRAC’s other development programs. In this area as well, BRAC presents a noteworthy model. BRAC is self-sustaining and generates funding primarily through its own investments and businesses, which include a roster of enterprises in areas ranging from dairy and retail clothing to birthing and delivery kits. This is significant since it allows BRAC to operate hundreds of programs and services throughout Bangladesh and elsewhere, at its own expense and behest. A challenge for many community-based legal empowerment and legal aid programs...
is steady funding. BRAC does not face a similar obstacle. In 2012, BRAC’s annual income from its 18 social enterprises totalled $521 million. In addition, BRAC’s legal aid services benefit from some pro bono support provided by locally based lawyers. BRAC also receives limited funding through other projects that it takes on. With the exception of a nominal fee of 10 Bangladeshi taka (approximately US $0.12), which is the same regardless of the type of dispute resolution method pursued – local shalish or the formal justice system – BRAC’s services are free. Further, legal services are integrated with other services and, as such, clients can address their legal needs in conjunction with health problems, social problems and other issues that may exist in parallel with their legal problems or else are persistent within populations that BRAC serves.

At the core of BRAC and its Human Rights and Legal Aid Services programs are connected, community-based, grassroots efforts. Gender equity is also a strong focus of BRAC’s community-based programs and initiatives. Insights into the efficacy of community-based approaches for resolving justice issues appear in our earlier discussions of studies in South Africa, Canada and Australia. The achievements presented in this legal empowerment study appear to be equally impressive.

The BRAC-supported Human Rights and Legal Aid Services programs in Bangladesh have three main objectives: legal education, legal aid and community mobilization. As part of their legal education and community outreach approach, community-based legal aid educators teach courses locally on topical legal issues, while also working to connect members of the community with local sites for legal help and advice. Members of the community can readily access BRAC courses to learn about specific laws and other issues that are relevant to their community. Workshops are also regularly hosted in communities and feature individuals from a variety of specializations, with the goal of presenting various perspectives and unpacking laws and legal issues in comprehensible, engaging formats.

With respect to legal aid services, of a total of 175,205 complaints received at BRAC’s Human Rights and Legal Aid Services programs as at April 2012, 94,804 were resolved through local alternative dispute resolution processes. Of 31,601 cases that were filed in courts, a majority – 20,798 or 66 percent – received judgements, of which 15,734 decisions were favourable to BRAC clients. Compensation received for clients up to April 2012 amounts to 757,304,207 Bangladeshi taka (US $9 million).

There are additional benefits being derived from this expansive, community-driven, legal empowerment and legal aid approach. Arguably, the most significant among them is the remarkable, systematic harnessing of community-based resources to enhance program delivery, educate, empower and facilitate access to justice. Programs that educate community members in turn support efforts for those members to teach
others from the community about laws, legal problems and their rights. Training is provided to
women from the community to facilitate their participation on shalish panels and drive efforts
for gender balance and better outcomes. Community service providers also work to connect
fellow members of the community with locally available legal services.

The results from these endeavours are significant. A greater proportion of legal needs are
being met. There are higher rates of satisfaction with decisions handed down from reformed
shalish panels than traditional panels. Women appearing before these panels also reportedly
receive better treatment. Community members and legal aid educators, who do not receive
compensation for reporting human rights abuses, have also notably taken on the onus of
communicating information of offences that they observe – with an estimated 63% reporting on violations and abuses.¹⁸³
The study also acknowledges the immense value of having people from within a community, who are aware of the
particular issues that exist within their community and who may have personally experienced similar problems,
now in a position to support, empathize with and guide fellow community members on paths to resolving their
legal problems. There is a clear sense in the evaluation of these efforts, and others that are discussed in the report,
that the results of these community-based endeavours lead to an unmistakable and marked increase in levels of active
engagement with the law and legal processes, fairer dispute resolution processes and more satisfactory outcomes for litigants, and overall, better access to justice fuelled by grassroots legal empowerment.

The desire for people to resolve their legal problems is an important point to note. Some studies
reveal varying levels of engagement with both informal and formal systems based on gender,
anticipated outcomes and other factors.¹⁸⁴ People experiencing legal problems often want to
resolve them using any feasible, fair options that exist. For this reason, legal empowerment is vital
for improving access to justice – in order to fight injustices or take action to enforce rights, people
need to be aware that there are protections that exist and that legal tools are available. Research
from Chile and Colombia that explores access to justice among historically marginalized groups
reveals that, “[d]espite low levels of trust in the justice system, citizens...still make legal claims.”¹⁸⁵
The fundamental reason for doing so is rooted in the purpose of law, and what it represents.
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8 Conclusion

When gathered in one place, this research begins to make a compelling case for why investing in access to justice is not simply “a good thing to do”—it has measurable economic and social returns.

A lack of access to justice in any form and in any corner of the world has profound consequences. It impacts individuals, families, communities and societies. There are financial barriers to accessing legal systems for those with limited resources as well as longstanding gender, ethnic and class-based prejudices that prevent the underprivileged from equitable access to justice. Further, obstacles rooted in a lack of understanding of justiciable problems and legal rights inhibit many of the world’s poor and marginalized from taking action to enforce their rights and freedoms. As the access to justice crisis grows and the cost of access to legal services in jurisdictions throughout the world becomes more out of reach, these challenges increasingly extend beyond the poor to middle income earners as well. Access to justice has become an issue for everyone to be concerned about.

Many of the programs discussed in this report as well as other entry points to justice systems are accessible only to those at either extreme of the financial ladder—the very poor and the wealthy. Many who, by definitions or standards in place in their jurisdiction, should qualify for legal assistance are denied help due to a lack of available resources or an inability to physically access justice mechanisms in their geographic region. For these and other reasons, those with lower incomes have less access to services. This is true in justice as well as for other social services. In his report on the *Delivery of Justice Sector Services to the Poor*, Paul Prettitore posits that the challenges faced by poor people experiencing legal problems are similar to those that they experience in other sectors, including “a considerable lack of awareness of available services, and a lack of understanding about the often complicated procedures needed to access them.” With this point, we return to where we began—the premise that law is a necessary part of just and inclusive societies. The April 2019 *Justice for All* report identifies justice as a theme that runs through all 17 UN sustainable development goals. With the progression of our discussion on the return on investment in access to justice mechanisms, a number of other important topics emerged—poverty, homelessness, community development, unemployment, health, security, among others. To understand what we gain from investing in justice, it is important to consider what we lose when we do not invest in justice; or, put differently, to the extent that law matters, what is sacrificed when people cannot access it? To evaluate the return on investments in justice in isolation, without consideration of the people, communities, societies and economies that are profoundly impacted by access to justice services would be to miss the key reason for why justice matters, and why justice investments are so important.
In this report, we have identified and discussed several different studies in different justice sectors and different countries. All of them have an access to justice focus, and all of them – in different ways and with different methodologies – point to benefits derived from investing in justice. There are clearly perceptions (and policies) in many jurisdictions that budgets need to be tightened and costs need to be saved. However, through the studies discussed in this report, there is typically a false economy produced when trying to cut already stretched – and typically insufficient – justice budgets. Money spent on justice programs typically yields significant benefits for individuals and communities. These investments pay off in terms of economic gains and efficiencies. They also pay off in terms of individual and collective wellbeing. The various studies discussed in this report clearly make that case. Additionally, the studies also provide examples of the kinds of research that can be done, in different sectors and different regions, to help provide further evidence to support better informed justice policy.

Making the business case for access to justice is an important goal that is gaining traction in the international community.\(^{189}\) It is a goal that fits with, and promotes Goal 16 of the UN’s Sustainable Development Goals,\(^ {190}\) as well as other regional\(^ {191}\) and country specific justice related goals.\(^ {192}\) Developing a strong business case will provide service providers and policy makers with the necessary research to make solid evidence-based policy decisions. Doing so, ultimately, will also help to animate a broad public discussion on everyday legal problems, and the legal supports and legal services that everyone needs. We hope that this report can help in the critical effort to support and promote these important justice goals and awareness efforts.
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